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Abstract

In this thesis we describe techniques for code generation and global optimization for a
PRAM-NUMA multicore architecture. We specifically focus on the REPLICA architec-
ture which is a family massively multithreaded very long instruction word (VLIW) chip
multiprocessors with chained functional units that has a reconfigurable emulated shared
on-chip memory. The on-ship memory system supports two execution modes, PRAM
and NUMA, which can be switched between at run-time. PRAM mode is considered the
standard execution mode and targets mainly applications with very high thread level par-
allelism (TLP). In contrast, NUMA mode is optimized for sequential legacy applications
and applications with low amount of TLP. Different versions of the REPLICA architec-
ture have different number of cores, hardware threads and functional units. In order to
utilize the REPLICA architecture efficiently we have made several contributions to the
development of a compiler for REPLICA target code generation. It supports both code
generation for PRAM mode and NUMA mode and can generate code for different ver-
sions of the processor pipeline (i.e. for different numbers of functional units). It includes
optimization phases to increase the utilization of the available functional units. We have
also contributed to quantitative the evaluation of PRAM and NUMA mode. The results
show that PRAM mode often suits programs with irregular memory access patterns and
control flow best while NUMA mode suites regular programs better. However, for a par-
ticular program it is not always obvious which mode, PRAM or NUMA, will show best
performance. To tackle this we contributed a case study for generic stencil computations,
using machine learning derived cost models in order to automatically select at runtime
which mode to execute in. We extended this to also include a sequence of kernels.

This work has been supported by VTT Oulu, Finland and SeRC.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation
During the last decade multicore computers have become mainstream as an
attempt to keep up with the never ending demand of more performance.
The main reasons why industry now focuses on parallel architectures are
that it is hard to increase clock speed without getting heat and energy prob-
lems and that instruction level parallelism usually is limited. There exist
different types of parallel computer architectures; traditional examples are
non-uniform memory access (NUMA) and single instruction multiple data
(SIMD) and Later version of Intel Xeon CPUs [55] is are NUMA architec-
tures and have SIMD instructions.

However, in order to achieve any performance increase from any kind
of multicore architecture sequential, legacy programs have to be rewritten
to utilize the parallel features. One drawback of traditional parallel archi-
tectures is that they do not provide desirable features such as strong and
deterministic execution when executing parallel programs.

An exception to this are so-called emulated shared memory architectures
(ESMs). They provide a synchronous programming model which follows
the parallel random access machine (PRAM) model, which is a well known
theoretical model from the literature [58]. Even though the PRAM model
is mainly considered as a theoretical model, there are examples of realizing
it in hardware [96, 58].

Here we specifically focus on another ESM architecture, namely the
REPLICA architecture [42, 38]. It is a family of massively multithreaded
very long instruction word (VLIW) chip multiprocessors with chained func-
tional units that has a reconfigurable emulated shared on-chip memory sub-
system.

Compared to other ESMs the on-chip memory system supports two ex-
ecution modes, PRAM and NUMA, which can be switched between at run-
time. PRAM mode is considered the standard execution mode and targets
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

mainly applications with very high thread level parallelism (TLP). In con-
trast, NUMA mode is optimized for sequential legacy applications and ap-
plications with a low amount of TLP. Different versions of the REPLICA
architecture have different number of cores, hardware threads and functional
units.

1.2 Contributions
The scope of this work has been on optimized code generation, on different
levels, for the REPLICA architecture and its evaluation:

• A configurable REPLICA baseline language compiler. We designed
and implemented a LLVM-based compiler targeting REPLICAs PRAM
and NUMA mode. It supports virtually any number of functional units
in the configurable pipeline and also contains optimization phases to
increase the utilization of the available functional units.

• Evaluation of REPLICA architecture and REPLICA baseline compiler
and code generation. This includes contributions to the quantitative
evaluation of PRAM and NUMA mode. The results show that PRAM
mode often suits programs with irregular memory access patterns and
control flow best while NUMA mode suits regular programs better.

• Contributions to a methodology how to select, in an optimized way,
which execution mode to use (PRAM or NUMA) for best performance.
We contributed a case study for generic stencil computations, using
machine learning derived cost models in order to automatically select
at runtime which mode (PRAM or NUMA) to execute in. We extended
this to also include a sequence of kernels.

1.3 List of Publications
Scientific papers, fully or partly, covered in this work are the following:

• Jari-Matti Mäkelä, Erik Hansson, Daniel Åkesson, Martti Forsell,
Christoph Kessler, Ville Leppänen: Design of the Language Replica for
Hybrid PRAM-NUMA Many-Core Architectures. Proc. ISPA 2012
4th IEEE International Workshop on Multicore and Multithreaded Ar-
chitectures and Algorithms, Washington DC, USA. 2012. [72]

• Christoph Kessler, Erik Hansson: Flexible Scheduling and Thread Al-
location for Synchronous Parallel Tasks. Proc. PASA-2012, München,
Germany, Feb. 2012. [60]

• Martin Kessler, Erik Hansson, Daniel Åkesson, Christoph Kessler: Ex-
ploiting Instruction Level Parallelism for REPLICA - A Configurable
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1.4 Outline
This rest of thesis is organized as follows:

In Chapter 2 we introduce the REPLICA architecture and some related
architectures. We also introduce the REPLICA languages and compiler
tool-chain. In Chapter 3 we show how the REPLICA compiler can generate
target code for different versions of the REPLICA processor and how it
utilizes the chained functional units. In Chapter 4 REPLICAs PRAM mode
is quantitively evaluated using benchmarks and compared to other related
PRAM-based architectures as well as state-of-the-art commercial off-the-
shelf available CPUs and GPUs. In Chapter 5 the NUMA mode is described
together with an evaluation. Chapter 6 contains a case study for generic
stencil operations. We use state-of-the-art machine learning methods to
derive cost functions in order to automatically select at runtime which mode
to execute in. It also contains an extension of how map a sequence of kernel
invocations to PRAM and NUMA modes in an optimized way. In Chapter
7 we give some general conclusions and future work. Finally, in 8 we give a
list of acronyms.
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Chapter 2

REPLICA architecture

This chapter of the thesis is based on [72, 64, 60, 51, 44] and gives an
introduction the REPLICA architecture.

2.1 Introduction and motivation
Since the race for faster processor clock speed and instruction level paral-
lelism has slowed down, industry has again turned to parallel computing. In
the past, the development of computational performance has resulted in the
emergence of several styles of architectures [88] – clusters, vector comput-
ing, message passing systems, symmetric multi-processing (SMP), and non-
uniform memory access (NUMA), to name a few. More recent attempts
have focused on NUMA style computation with SIMD (single instruction,
multiple data) vector instructions and general purpose GPU computing, all
of which support synchronous execution at best at local level, and add to
the complexity of parallel programming.

The reason for this change is that hardware manufacturers try to keep
up with the demand of more computation power and at the same time con-
sume less energy. As a consequence, speed-up of legacy, single-threaded
computer programs does not come for free any more but requires rewrit-
ing to leverage many cores. Even worse is that, even where providing a
shared memory abstraction, these new architectures mainly follow NUMA
and SMP designs that lack features that could ease parallel programming,
such as strong memory consistency or deterministic execution. Among the
architectural approaches for parallel and multicore computing making use
of memory – let it be distributed either on-chip or among a number of chips
– there are very few that support simple programmability and performance
scalability with respect to sequential computing [76]. This is because most
approaches define asynchronous execution of computational threads and do
not support efficient hiding of the new kind of memory reference/ inter-
communication latency – delay caused by routing the references/messages
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to their targets and if necessary replies back. This prevents programmers
from using simple parallel algorithms with a clear notion of the state of
computation and therefore makes programming complex and many parallel
algorithms weakly scalable.

A notable exception is so called emulated shared memory (ESM) machine
[82, 69, 29], which provides a synchronous programming model mimicking
the parallel random access machine (PRAM) model of computation [45] and
hides the latency of the distributed memory system by employing the high-
throughput computing scheme, i.e. executing other threads while a thread
is referring to the memory. The theoretical PRAM model also provides
a synchronous and predictable model of programming on a homogenous
hardware with an explicit form of parallelism.

To ease the burden for both application programmers and compiler engi-
neers, some architecture projects [78, 40, 95] are working towards support-
ing more powerful, deterministic parallel programming models such as the
PRAM model [45, 58]. The PRAM model is often considered as only a the-
oretical programming model, but already in the 1990s it has been realized
in hardware, albeit not on a single chip, e.g. the SB-PRAM [78, 58].

PRAMs are instruction-level synchronous MIMD parallel architectures
with shared memory and are traditionally programmed in the SPMD execu-
tion style using PRAM languages such as Fork [58, 63], e [33] etc. that map
the naturally available tight synchronization of the underlying hardware to
the expression and statement level, allowing to reduce explicit synchroniza-
tion in the code while maintaining deterministic parallel execution.1 While
following the SPMD style across the whole machine gives full control over
the assignment of computation to execution resources, it becomes cumber-
some for more irregular application scenarios that require adaptive resource
allocation strategies.

In the past, one of the main issues with PRAM was the lack of effi-
cient implementations. This has now radically changed. In order to have
full performance, an ESM machine needs to have applications with enough
thread-level parallelism (TLP). This poses a problem related to function-
alities with low TLP and a compatibility problem with existing sequential
and non-uniform memory access (NUMA) programs. Earlier work have pro-
posed a configurable emulated shared memory (CESM) machine to solve this
problem by allowing a number of threads to be bunched together to mimic
native NUMA operation so that the overhead introduced by plain ESM ar-
chitectures can be eliminated [38, 41]. The original PRAM-NUMA model
of computation [39, 41] defines separate networks and memory systems for
the different modes of the machine, which is impractical from the point of
view of writing unified programs making use of both modes. In order to sim-
plify programming, we have proposed unifying the modes by embedding the
NUMA system into the PRAM system so that there is no need for dedicated

1The strict memory consistency model of PRAMs is the strongest possible shared
memory consistency model, it is even stronger than sequential consistency.
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NUMA network nor dedicated NUMA memories [40]. That work, however,
left hardware details open and did not provide a clean way to integrate the
usage of these two modes into a single program with intercommunication
support.

A family of PRAM-NUMA style configurable emulated shared memory
(CESM) architectures [38, 44] are being developed at VTT Oulu (Finland),
and a platform which bears the same name was chosen as the hardware tar-
get for our parallel language Replica. The REPLICA architecture will be
realized in hardware and is the successor of the Total Eclipse architecture
[40]. The REPLICA architecture is a chip multiprocessor with configurable
emulated shared memory (CESM) architecture [42]. As stated before, its
computation model is based on the PRAM (Parallel Random Access Ma-
chine) model [58], but it also has support for execution in NUMA mode.
The PRAM model gives a simple deterministic synchronous and predictable
model of programming, where parallelism is homogeneous and explicit. The
REPLICA core architecture is a massively hardware-multithreaded config-
urable very long instruction word (VLIW) processor with chained functional
units so that the result of one VLIW sub-instruction can be used as input to
another sub-instruction in the same (PRAM) execution step. It has power-
ful 2D mesh on-chip combining network providing uniform access to on-chip
distributed shared memory.

The architecture has support for parallel multi-(prefix)operations on the
hardware level [37]. It enables the user to access the same memory location
from a multitude of parallel threads. There is no need for explicit locking as
it would be in conventional parallel programming. By running a high num-
ber of threads in parallel, latency at memory accesses is effectively hidden
by the architecture. Shared (physically distributed across on-chip memory
modules) memory is in PRAM mode accessed in a UMA (Uniform Memory
Access) fashion as if it was local memory.

At the moment a high-level programming language for REPLICA is un-
der development and should be transformed to the REPLICA baseline lan-
guage using a source-to-source transformer which is currently under devel-
opment using ANTLRv3 and written in Scala [42].

The baseline language is based on C with some built-in variables to
support parallelism, at the moment these are for example thread id,
number of threads and private space start .

Programs written in the baseline language can be compiled using Clang
to LLVM IR and then compiled to REPLICA target code and tested and
evaluated on the REPLICA simulator. One key feature of the compiler is
the parametrization of the scheduling algorithm. In an earlier version of the
compiler [3] there was only support for one basic architecture configuration.
Another key feature is that the REPLICA compiler supports both PRAM
and NUMA mode. The main difference from a compiler perspective is that
NUMA and PRAM have different pipelines. NUMA also gives different
shared memory access paradigms, which are supported by the compiler.
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2.2 Related work
The mainstream computing outside high performance server/mainstream
domain is basically split into GPU computing and x86 style multi-core
processors. Other types of processors such as the heterogenous Cell [57]
platform have been proposed, but none of the approaches have yet gained
widespread adoption. There is also the well known XMT [95] parallel archi-
tecture, which provides a different kind of SPMD (single program, multiple
data) execution model for parallel programs. Another PRAM implementa-
tion was the SP-PRAM also based on emulated shared memory [58].

While the GPU architectures support running large number of simulta-
neous threads, the full utilization of the computational potential depends on
algorithms that try to minimize the divergence of control flow. On x86 the
situation is a bit different. The computational model and design tradeoffs fo-
cus on maximizing the performance of highly independent tasks, but make
inter-thread communication and lightweight thread creation and synchro-
nization expensive. The XMT architecture on the other hand abandons the
PRAM style step-wise synchronization of REPLICA for a more throughput
oriented SPMD model and on-demand thread creation. REPLICA’s ap-
proach is to provide a more general purpose platform with MIMD (multiple
instruction, multiple data) execution semantics.

SB-PRAM

SB-PRAM was a research project to implement the PRAM model in hard-
ware during the nineties [58]. The last hardware prototype [78] had 64
processors with 2048 hardware threads in total and 4GB of shared mem-
ory, following the multiple instruction multiple data (MIMD) paradigm and
had uniform memory access time for all processors. The processors are con-
nected to the memory modules using a butterfly network. The processors
have an extended Berkeley-RISC instruction set. The routers in the but-
terfly network support concurrent reads and writes and also parallel prefix
operations.

The processor was clocked at 8MHz which is a modest frequency in to-
day’s perspective. Still it would be possible to have a higher clock frequency
if a higher number of threads was used to hide memory latency, this com-
pensates for the relative gap between memory and processor speed [28].

XMT

XMT (eXplicit Multi Threading) architecture has some similarities with
both REPLICA and SB-PRAM since it is also inspired from the PRAM
model and will be implemented in hardware, at the moment there exists a
FPGA based prototype [92]. The XMT can be seen as master-slave archi-
tecture, with a larger core called master thread control unit (MTCU) and
several smaller thread control units (TCUs). The MTCU runs in serial and
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can spawn threads that will be executed on the TCUs [96]. The TCUs are
divided into different physical clusters; from our perspective we see a cluster
as processor or core that has several hardware threads. Each cluster has
a shared set of functional units and a single port to shared memory. This
implies that each thread can only run at speed c/t where c is the global
clock frequency and t the number of threads per cluster.

The clusters are connected via a high-bandwidth low-latency network
that is globally asynchronous locally synchronous [92]. Inter-thread com-
munication between clusters is asynchronous and therefore does not realize
the PRAM model.

The programmer can spawn more software threads than there are hard-
ware threads, leading to both an elegant programming style and less over-
head than if the application software had to explicitly make use of the fixed
number of hardware threads. Unfortunately, this happens with the cost of
synchronicity, making programs of using frequent synchronization expensive
to execute.

Other parallel programming frameworks

In the field of parallel programming languages there are hundreds of research
languages focusing on a single or multiple parallel programming topics and
de facto standard languages used in the industry such as OpenMP [8]. There
are also parallel programming libraries and frameworks such as the MPI
[49] message passing interface. GPU architectures have yet another class of
programming frameworks such as CUDA. While MPI is useful in clusters
where the communication latencies grow higher, it can be seen as a totally
different kind of emulation layer on top of the shared memory abstraction
in REPLICA. OpenMP has traditionally focused on parallelization of loops,
but now also offers a task abstraction.

While these frameworks all have their merits, the language design for
a platform involves many kinds of tradeoffs which also involve the cost of
implementation and ease of use. With REPLICA we wanted to combine
the ease of implementation, simplicity, and suitability for PRAM like archi-
tectures of earlier approaches (e [34] and Fork [63]) with advanced, generic
parallel constructs and patterns from research languages. In addition, the ar-
chitecture has several unique features (e.g. all variations of multi-operations,
thread bunching, NUMA mode) that do not have equivalent higher level ab-
stractions in these frameworks.

A library oriented approach such as MPI allows larger portability and
support due to minimal amount of changes to the compiler tools. However,
the loose language integration in OpenMP and MPI are not optimal for fur-
ther extending the parallel code analysis done in the compiler. In REPLICA
we combine the library oriented design with tight language integration by
splitting the language into a high level language with new constructs, which
gets compiled to a lower level intermediate language. The intermediate lan-
guage is as close to C as possible, with a minimum amount of extensions to
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support the special features of the architecture. The last argument against
existing frameworks is that the loosely integrated parallel features seem to
encourage writing sequential programs as a default. There exists a sequen-
tial subset of the language that must be explicitly augmented with parallel
constructs. The REPLICA language considers the parallel semantics as an
integral part of the language.

2.3 Architecture
From the programming language’s point of view, the main concepts where
the language semantics intertwine with the architectural model are the mem-
ory abstraction, execution model, and architecture specific special opera-
tions. Next, we discuss each of these aspects in more detail.

2.3.1 Memory abstraction
REPLICA’s CESM model extends the PRAM model and its unit cost mem-
ory access with a hybrid model comprising PRAM style synchronous dis-
tributed shared memory and interconnected NUMA style local memory hi-
erarchies for each core. In the PRAM mode, each memory fetch costs exactly
one logical time unit to execute, which is different from the actual cost to
execute the cycle on hardware – amortized unit cost requires lots of par-
allel memory accesses interleaved with computation to hide the associated
latencies. In the NUMA mode, the access cost of processor local memories
resembles that of contemporary NUMA machines. In the PRAM mode,
parallel memory accesses to a same memory location can take advantage of
so called step caches by combining the requests originating from the same
core. This capability is further extended with he so called multi-operations.

The distinction between the two memory types is done by dividing the
address space into a part consisting of synchronous shared memory and
several processor-local regions that provide fast local memory access to the
threads residing on those processor cores. The synchronous shared memory
is only available in the PRAM mode, while the processor local memory is
accessible in both modes.

In CESM, each processor executes a fixed number of hardware threads
in an interleaved fashion. The inherent parallel slackness of this approach
is used to hide the communication latency arising from the routing in the
processor interconnection network and the access latency of physical mem-
ory modules. While this approach helps with managing the cost of memory
accesses when the processor utilization is high, the relative performance de-
creases as the utilization goes down and empty threads need to be executed
nevertheless. Multiple techniques for mitigating low utilization are described
in the next section.
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2.3.2 Execution model
The default execution model in the REPLICA CESM architecture is rather
different from contemporary architectures; all threads execute instructions
in globally synchronous steps using a synchronization wave technique [1, 82].
This means that conceptually any two synchronous execution paths consist-
ing of the same amount of instructions will be executed at the same pace
by any two threads. Another difference is the memory consistency model,
which guarantees that all pending memory requests will be issued before
the next execution step takes place. Together these properties eliminate a
number of difficult memory coherence issues that need to be manually taken
care of in user code in the current mainstream architectures.

The CESM architecture also has a second NUMA style execution mode.
The execution mode can be dynamically switched for a group of thread
at run time. While the PRAM mode is aimed for executing synchronous
algorithms with a large number of threads, the NUMA mode favors locality
aware parallel NUMA code. The REPLICA’s execution pipeline is organized
as a chain of functional units which allows various optimization in all modes.
Even legacy sequential code can be further accelerated with a technique
known as bunching, with which the chained pipeline is filled in VLIW (very
long instruction word) fashion from a single thread to improve instruction
level parallellism. The PRAM mode code can also be compiled to take
advantage of the chaining. We call this low-level optimization as virtual
instruction level parallelism (VILP).

2.3.3 Specific special operations
The final feature of the REPLICA CESM architecture is the concept of
multi-operations along with concurrent memory access optimizations – the
traditional PRAM approach to data parallelism is to execute the same sim-
ple operation separately on each processor. In contemporary architectures
SIMD instructions are used to perform multiple operations within a sin-
gle thread and instruction. The purpose of multi-operations is different;
multiple threads on a number of processors can perform an aggregate com-
putational task, such as scan or sum, in constant time inside the processor,
because the same scratchpad / step cache storage for the results can be
reused and reads and writes combined when accessing the shared memory.
The use of multi-operations is mainly as a performance optimization for ag-
gregate operations, but they can also be used to implement synchronization
mechanisms.
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2.3.4 Assembly programming model
As mentioned before the REPLICA architecture is a VLIW processor, where
each instruction word contains several sub-instructions where each sub-
instruction maps to a physical functional unit. In traditional VLIW pro-
cessors all sub-instructions in an instruction word have to be independent
from each other. If the processor supports many sub-instructions in the
same instruction word the program has to have enough instruction level
parallelism (ILP) to be able to fully utilize the processor. Hence, having too
long instruction words with too many functional units dooes not make any
sense.

In contrast to traditional VLIW architectures, REPLICAS sub-instructions
can (in PRAM mode) be dependent due to chained functional units. We
refer to a single chained VLIW word as a line. Sub-instructions on the same
line are to be issued at the same time. In Figure 2.1 we show a schematic
overview of the REPLICA pipeline. Different types of sub-instructions are
executed in different functional units; in REPLICA we distinguish between
the following sub-instruction types [3]:

• Memory unit sub-instructions: Load, store and multi-prefix instruc-
tions.

• ALU sub-instructions: add, subtract etc.

• Compare unit: Compare sub-instructions which set status register
flags.

• Sequencer: branch instructions, jump etc.

• Operand: sub-instruction for loading constants, labels etc. into an
operand slot

• Writeback: sub-instruction for copying register contents.

In Table 2.1 different configurations are shown. The simplest configuration,
T5, has one ALU before the memory unit and then a compare unit and a
sequencer after each other.

When programming on assembly level for the architecture, one has to
distinguish between two types of register storage for intermediate results:

• general purpose registers R1 to R30 can store values persistently;

• output buffers O0 to Ox 2, A0 to Ax, M0 to Mx are transient and only
valid inside the line.

Both types, however, can be used in the same way:
2Here, x denotes the number of functional units of that type minus 1. For example

the T7 configuration has 3 ALUs, and thus the ALU output buffers are named A0 to
A2. The Oi buffers are for result of OPerand instr., the Ai of ALU instr. and the Mi of
memory unit instr., respectively
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Name operands pre ALU memory post ALU compare unit sequencer unit
T5 2 1 1 0 1 1
T7 3 2 1 1 1 1
T11 7 5 1 2 1 1
T14 7 5 4 2 1 1

Table 2.1: Available standard configurations. The ordering (left to right)
of the functional unit types also resembles their ordering in the processor
pipeline.

Listing 2.1: Using registers and output buffers as operands
ADD0 R1 , R2
ADD1 O2, A0

As shown in Listing 2.1, every functional unit is bound to one output buffer,
denoted by the number following the instruction mnemonic. Only one ded-
icated functional unit type, the write-back stage, can write values to the
register file.

By using the output buffers inside the super-instruction different opera-
tions can be chained and the output of one functional unit is fed as an input
to another one. This saves a lot of cycles compared to a way where every
intermediate result first would have to be written back to the register file.
A slight drawback is that results can only be used from the left to the right.
Memory operations are an exception. They cannot be chained as latency
hiding would not work any longer.

Listing 2.2: REPLICA assembly example [3]
OP0 16 ADD0 O0, R1 LD0 A0 WB1 A0 WB2 M0
OP0 2 MUL0 O0, R2 ST0 A0 , R0

The example in Listing 2.2 computes at line 1 an address by adding 16 to
R1 using the first ALU, ADD0, the result will be available in A0 and used to
load a word. The result (available in M0) is copied to R2 using the writeback
instruction WB2, at the same time A0 is copied to R1. In the second line
(next execution step) R2 is multiplied with 2; the intermediate result is in
A0 and will be stored at the address contained in R0. How optimizations
can be done is discussed in Chapter 3.

2.4 REPLICA language
Our main emphasis in the design of the REPLICA language was on utilizing
the underlying unique new hardware in an efficient way while also provid-
ing the user with an easy to use high level interface for expressing a wide
multitude of parallel applications.

Although there are existing languages for the PRAM style platforms
such as Fork [63] and e [34], there is room for improvement. The previous
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Figure 2.1: Schematic overview of the processor pipeline. Adapted from
[50, 51].

work fails to provide a streamlined interface for the hardware supported
multi-operations. In addition, a general purpose parallel application not
only operates on the level of individual threads, but has to support the
concept of tasks and their scheduling. On top of that, a general purpose
high performance language has to deal with algorithms and data structures
in a generic way to improve reuse and to boost productivity. Typically such
flexibility incurs a performance overhead e.g. in the form of virtual function
in object oriented design.

In the REPLICA language the access to multi-operations is provided by
standard library calls, but the operations are also planned to be used in
generic collection operations, if possible. The support for e language style
thread group concept is further extended to support larger scale tasks. The
generic algorithms and data structures are enabled via a parametric compile-
time type system. We use a parametric system inspired more by functional
languages than C++ since the

2.4.1 Compilation model
REPLICA takes a pragmatic approach to language design. ANSI C [59] is a
very general purpose, portable, ”high level assembler” language with a wide
tool support and familiarity. Unless a radically different execution model
is needed, C with inline assembler extensions can be used as an intermedi-
ate language for targeting the architecture. We use this approach for our
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baseline language. This language retains full compatibility with C, if such
property is needed when interfacing with other code.

In addition, we define a new higher level language based on C that takes
care of the thread and task level parallelism and architecture specific special
operations. Not all architecture specific optimizations are applicable on this
level, which forces us to use a custom backend for each target architecture
configuration. However, previous C compiler frameworks can be reused if
the high level language targets the intermediate baseline language. Our high
level language also attempts to tackle the other requirements with respect
to general purpose parallelism. As one of the language’s goals was ease
of programming, the high level REPLICA places some restrictions on the
semantics of C in order to meet with the goals of simplicity and safety and
for opening new potential for automatic optimizations. The tools and the
language specification will be released as open source to further increase
adoption and help people experiment with the language.

Frontend Compiler Replica language

Runtime libraries

C & assembler language

Baseline language macros

Backend C compiler

VILP optimization

Native application
Minimal

OS

Replica Hardware / Simulator

HW
configuration

Figure 2.2: REPLICA tool chain. Picture adapted from [72].

REPLICA’s approach is to build around an existing C compiler (i) a
source-to-source compiler for high level language features, (ii) convey plat-
form specific meta data through an optimizing C back-end, and to use
(iii) a platform and configuration specific machine code translator for the
REPLICA architecture. The compilation process is depicted in Figure 2.2.
The source-to-source frontend is implemented with ANTLRv3 and Scala,
LLVM is used as a C backend, and a configurable VILP optimizer is in-
tegrated in the backend. The REPLICA language is first compiled into a
baseline language, which is ordinary C enriched with parallel programming
primitives in the form of macros and annotations for storage specifiers.
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2.4.2 Language constructs
The core set of features in REPLICA is based on ANSI C. Covering the whole
set of language’s features is here beyond the scope, but a short summary of
the proposed semantic and syntactic changes is given. As the language is still
few iterations away from a stable specification, the focus on this here is more
on design principles and not on delivering a finalized precise specification of
the features. The treatment of language features is expressed via syntactic
transformations to the baseline language.

Storage type modifiers

REPLICA uses a set of conventions for specifying the location of data in
the address space based on the context. By default, all variable declarations
allocate thread local private storage, which is equal to explicitly tagging
these variables with the private modifier. This is in stark contrast to ANSI
C, where the language makes no assumptions about threads other than that
all data is shared. When running plain C on CESM, the variables, function
arguments and calls would all be replicated for all threads in a thread group.

In order to share data between threads, the language provides an ex-
plicit attribute shared for tagging this data. At the programming language
level this makes the variable name refer to the same location on all threads
of the group. The shared data adheres to the synchronous CRCW (con-
current read, concurrent write) PRAM semantics, which means that unlike
contemporary architectures, REPLICA can guarantee a deterministic mem-
ory model even in this case. However, low level synchronization constructs,
such as basic barriers for the threads in a group, are still provided by the
language to prevent erroneous use of shared data in case of independent
concurrent thread groups or processes.

The advantage of providing type modifiers for storage is that the lan-
guage can impose rules for cases where a reference to private data is used in
a context where a global reference is expected or when the programmer tries
to pass private data between threads. These type rules mainly prohibit uses
which are physically impossible due to the way private and shared mem-
ory areas are mapped to the address space. The modifiers are checked in
the source to source frontend compiler, the necessary changes to storage
allocation are postponed to the backend code generation.

Thread identity intrinsics

The execution of threads is organized around the concept of groups. In the
beginning of the program execution, all threads form a single global group,
and each thread gets assigned a unique global thread id between 0 and
number of threads−1. When the execution of threads diverges, subgroups
can be formed. Among the threads in a subgroup with size # = n, the
threads are numbered from 0 to n− 1, respectively. On the other hand, the
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same threads retain the assigned unique global thread id throughout the
program execution.

Thread identity intrinsics form the very basic technique for implementing
data parallel PRAM algorithms. The id values can also be used to diverge
the control flow with normal control structures. The responsibility of up-
dating the thread identity values is left both to the programmer and the
compiler. The compiler handles subgroups only if the programmer uses the
versions of control structures with automatic subgroup management (see the
next Section 2.4.2).

The intrinsics for thread id and thread count can be accessed/inspected
via special machine intrinsics symbols $ and #, respectively. The same
functions are available in textual form: thread id and number of threads.
The global versions if id and count are available via $$ and ## and functions
with the global prefix. As the functions are all intrinsics, they are rather
easily converted to respective system calls.

Parallel control structures

The basic control flow inside a thread group is managed in REPLICA with
the standard control constructs (for, if, while, do, switch). The language pro-
vides both synchronous and asynchronous versions of all constructs (postfix
underscore forces synchronization). To automatically manage the split-
ting/joining of thread groups in case the control flow diverges, versions of
control structures annotated with a prefix underscore (e.g. if, for) are avail-
able. Both behaviours can be combined like in the e language. Changes in
the control structures involves surrounding the inner scope with split()
and join() macros and the macro sync() after synchronized blocks. These
macros are provided by the baseline language.

In addition, REPLICA raises the level of abstraction by providing higher
level parallel control structures that do not expose the arithmetics with
thread ids to the programmer. One of the common constructs is split. It
allows splitting the current group of threads into n subgroups, with

⌊
#
n

⌋
threads in each. The same construct can also create subgroups, each with
a certain ni amount of threads, and assign the remaining threads to a last
subgroup. It is the programmer’s responsibility to verify that each subgroup
is assigned enough threads.

Specific special operations

The target architecture for REPLICA provides several kinds of special hard-
ware modes and operations not typically available in languages. The NUMA
mode and bunching of sequential code have been addressed with a sequential
block which switches the threads related to the thread group into the se-
quential NUMA mode. By default, the operating mode for all threads is the
PRAM mode.
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The block mechanism allows the system to execute both NUMA and
PRAM thread groups concurrently in an organized manner. The optimiza-
tion related to thread bunching has not yet been addressed in the preliminary
version of the language. Also, the NUMA style management of private mem-
ory would use a generic library function to perform the allocation instead
of a built-in support.

The architecture also comes with a set of multi-operations. Since each
of the multi-operations imposes some non-trivial restrictions on the scope it
is applicable in, we found it problematic to provide automatic code trans-
formations that can utilize these special instructions. The operations are
exposed via type safe wrappers for the hardware intrinsics.

Generic programming support

The problem with lower level languages like C [59], e [35], and Fork [63] is
the lack of support for generic programming. Non-parametric functions and
data structures means that the level of expressivity cannot be improven by
abstracting the reuse of code. However, a very basic problem with simple
C++ style generics common in some parallel ”skeleton” frameworks is the
lack of disciplined control over the template parameters. The latest C++11
standard was expected to contain an extension for templates in the form
of template concepts. Unfortunately the feature did not make it to the
standard.

Another way to approach the issue of organizing the data and code is
via paradigms such as object oriented programming (OOP) and functional
programming. The problem with OOP is the inherent performance penalty
related to possible virtual function calls and the focus on the mutable state,
which can make parallelization more difficult.

Our decision with REPLICA was to extend the basic procedural exe-
cution model of C with a form of generics more common in the field of
functional programming. We introduce generics that is syntactically similar
to C++ and Java. The feature however lacks support for object orientation,
but is extended with compile time type class [94] constraints that can be
used to give a hierarhchical structure to the related code and data.

Parallel runtime library

As the scope is to introduce only a preliminary language solution for our
new architecture, the language design description will not go too much into
details about the library design. Some of the runtime library functions such
as the synchronization and thread group and identity handling code have
already been introduced in the previous sections. Also the intrinsics code
for the architecture specific special modes and operations requires runtime
support due to two staged compilation process using a standard C compiler.

This is however not the final scope of the runtime library. We also have
plans to extend the library with a multitude of standard parallel algorithms,
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generic parallel data structures, and with a runtime system handling the
execution and scheduling of task level parallelism [60]. It is also natural that
the library provides support for functions similar to those in the standard C
library. For instance (parallel) dynamic memory allocation is a requirement
for all but the most trivial example algorithms.

2.4.3 Kernel example
As a proof of concept we have implemented some test examples in the high
level REPLICA and the baseline language, compiled them using our LLVM
based back-end and run them on our cycle accurate architecture simulator.
The expressivity of the REPLICA high level language and the baseline lan-
guage is equivalent since the high level language is translated to the lower
level. However, the high level compiler performs static verifications and
boilerplate transformations that are left as the programmer’s responsibility
when working with the baseline language.

Figure 2.3 shows a parallel image threshold filter code written in the high
level REPLICA language. The code makes use of thread identity functions,
multioperations via a library function and storage attributes (e.g. shared
sum). The code computes the average value for the sum of RGB components
for each pixel in the image and uses this threshold value to recolor the pixels
either as black or white.

The high level code is then compiled to the baseline language (Figure
2.4). The resulting code has been hand edited – without introducing any
semantic changes – to shorten the unnecessarily long module identifier pre-
fix ($root$threshold$) from symbols in this trivial example, to convert the
multi-operation call into an inlined inline assembler code and to restructure
the whitespace to better fit for reading.

The baseline language example makes use of the built in variables
number of threads and thread id. Notice that sum and image variables

are shared since their variable names end with . The inline assembly makes
use of the multi-operation for parallel add, where all threads that execute
it contribute to calculating the sum; the result is stored in sum . Of course
we can wrap the code inside a function, but we show it here for clarity.
The sync() function makes all the threads wait on each other; it is needed
since in some cases the statements in the loop body are not executed by all
threads.

# Proc. # Threads/Proc. Cycles Unoptimized Cycles Optimized VILP Speedup Par. Speedup
4 512 6340558 5416960 1.1705 1.00

16 512 2007552 1689088 1.1854 3.21
64 512 926720 757248 1.2238 7.51

Table 2.2: Executed cycles on different processor configurations running
threshold filter. The rightmost columns show (VILP) speedup for unopti-
mized vs. optimized code and parallel speedup, respectively
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# Proc. # Threads/Procc Cycles Unoptimized Cycles Optimized VILP Speedup Par. Speedup
4 512 61443584 53352445 1.1517 1.00

16 512 15972348 13837308 1.1543 3.86
64 512 4589564 3945468 1.1632 13.52

Table 2.3: Executed cycles on different processor configurations running
blur filter. The rightmost columns show (VILP) speedup for unoptimized
vs. optimized code and parallel speedup, respectively.

Our back-end compiler compiles baseline programs and optimizes the
target code, which can run on the REPLICA simulator. The blur filter
evaluated in Table 2.3 is implemented in a similar way as the threshold
filter. Both blur and threshold filter use a 640 × 480 pixels image, and the
blur filter is implemented as a cross stencil with 3 pixels on each side of the
center pixel. The tests are run on different configurations, with and without
preliminary optimizations turned on. The code optimization (instruction
selection and scheduling), which is work under progress, and based on VILP
gives currently up to 1.22x speedup compared to unoptimized instruction
streams, as seen in Table 2.2. When comparing the scalability of the code,
increasing the amount of processors 16 times from 4 to 64 gives a 13.52x
speedup.

2.5 Summary
In this chapter we presented the main design principles of REPLICA, a new
parallel systems programming language for a synchronous shared memory
multi-core architecture bearing the same name. REPLICA aims to pro-
vide scalable parallel abstractions both on the low level via parallel control
constructs and compiler intrinsics mapped to raw machine instructions (e.g.
multi-operations), and on the high level with generic data parallel collections
and algorithms that make use of the lower overhead PRAM algorithmic the-
ory and a high level asynchronous task parallel concurrency framework.

The work on the high level language features and library support is still in
its infancy. It is our hope that features such as the ”synchronicity inference”
can automatically detect cases where the machine generated boilerplate can
be further reduced to decrease unnecessary overhead, when using higher level
abstractions. The utilization of multi-operations in the context of higher
level aggregate operations is also challenging due to unique limitations of
each multi-operation. We also have a preliminary idea for a runtime task
parallelism library which can be used to introduce multitasking and possibly
better dynamic allocation of computational resources on PRAM. The system
will give flexibility by using dynamic scheduling and late resource binding
while preserving the PRAM execution properties and efficient data parallel
algorithms within each task.

The example kernel function and its translated baseline version show the
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programming style of the REPLICA language and its multistage compila-
tion. Even though it is work under progress, our back-end can optimize
the generated code by statically scheduling the instructions to utilize the
chained pipeline and we thereby can gain up to 1.22x constant speedup for
the code. We also show in our simulation that increasing the core count form
4 to 64 (a 16x increase) improves performance by a factor of 13.52, which
equals to near linear scalability with respect to the amount of threads and
cores available in this test. As these tests are only run on an architecture
simulator, it is too early to draw conclusions of performance in real world
tasks. However, the cost and scalability properties closely mimic those of
the actual planned hardware.

Our preliminary implementation’s main goal is to provide a tool chain
for a whole program compilation to statically linked native binary code,
which will work on top of a very minimal batch queue like operating system
and on our simulator. An improved language version could later introduce a
dynamically linkable object file format, with support for higher level features
(e.g. generics).

Code generation for the REPLICA architecture can be optimized to take
even more advantage of the hardware-provided virtual instruction level par-
allelism, see Chapter 3.
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module threshold;
import multiops;
int SIZE = 640 * 480;

struct rgb { int r,g,b; }

struct image {
int[54] meta;
rgb[SIZE] data;

}

shared image inImage, outImage;
shared uint sum;
uint sum2;

int main() {
uint i;
if_ ($ == 0)

for (i = 0; i < 54; i += 1)
outImage.meta[i] = inImage.meta[i];

for_ (i = $; i < SIZE; i += #) {
sum = inImage.data[i].r +

inImage.data[i].g +
inImage.data[i].b;

m_add(&sum, sum2);
}
sum2 = sum / SIZE;

for (i = $; i < SIZE; i += #) {
uint psum = inImage.data[i].r +

inImage.data[i].g +
inImage.data[i].b;

outImage.data[i].r =
outImage.data[i].g =
outImage.data[i].b = sum2 > psum ? 0 : 255;

}
}

Figure 2.3: High level REPLICA code example of threshold filter. Adapted
from [72].
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#include "replica.h"
#define SIZE 307200

// omitted struct definitions

struct image inImage_;
struct image outImage_;
unsigned int sum_ = 0;
unsigned int sum2 = 0;

int main() {
unsigned int i;
if (_thread_id == 0)

for (i = 0; i < 54; i++)
outImage_.meta[i] = inImage_.meta[i];

sync();
for (i = _thread_id; i < SIZE;

i += _number_of_threads) {
sum2 = inImage_.data[i].r +

inImage_.data[i].g +
inImage_.data[i].b;

asm("MADD0 %0,%1":: "r"(sum2),"r"(&sum_));
}
sync();
sum2 = sum_ / SIZE;
for (i = _thread_id; i < SIZE;

i += _number_of_threads){
unsigned int psum =

inImage_.data[i].r +
inImage_.data[i].g +
inImage_.data[i].b;

outImage_.data[i].r =
outImage_.data[i].g =
outImage_.data[i].b = sum2 > psum ? 0 : 255;

}
}

Figure 2.4: REPLICA baseline code example of threshold filter. Adapted
from [72].
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Chapter 3

Instruction scheduling

This chapter is based on [64].

3.1 Introduction
The focus in this chapter is to show how the compiler actually utilizes in-
struction level parallelism for different configurations of the REPLICA ar-
chitecture in which we have different combinations of chained functional
units.

As a proof of concept we have written, in the baseline language, some
test programs such as thread parallel blur and threshold filter as well as
sequential programs such as multiply & move, discrete wavelet and inverse
discrete cosine transformation. We compiled them for different configura-
tions using our parametrized back-end. The compiled programs are run on
the simulator. They all show speed-ups from instruction level parallelism.

3.2 Dependency Graph
In both this version and the earlier version [3] of the compiler, the sup-
port of VLIW is implemented by matching a set of pre-defined combina-
tions of sub-instructions which we call super-instructions. Of course the
instruction scheduling and register allocation will not be optimal. We try
to solve this problem by splitting each super-instruction into its respective
sub-instructions. User-written inline assembly code is also split up. After
splitting, any dependency graph between the instructions previously built
is no longer valid. We therefore need to build a new one, suited to the re-
quirements given by both the register compression (see section 3.3) and the
ILP scheduling pass (see section 3.4).

A new graph is constructed by adding one instruction after another in
the existing order and determining dependencies to all previous instructions.
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Two classes are used to store and structure the acquired information, as
shown in Listing 3.1.

Listing 3.1: Definition of the MIEdge and MINode class
class MINode {
public :

MachineBasicBlock : : i t e r a t o r I ;
l i s t <MIEdge> edges ;
unsigned p r e d e c e s s o r s ;
bool scheduled ;
// [ . . . ]

} ;

class MIEdge {
public :

int l a t ency ;
MINode∗ to ;
// [ . . . ]

} ;

The first one, class MINode, is used to encapsulate the
MachineBasicBlock::iterator to one instruction. Furthermore it stores, among
other attributes used later on, a list of edges to other nodes which depend on
this instruction. These edges are formed by instances of the class MIEdge.

The attribute latency1 of an edge represents whether the two instruc-
tions:

• must stay within the same super-instruction, e.g. OP0 42 =0−−−→ LD0 O0:
The operand O0 is only valid within a line.

• the depending one has to be scheduled in a later super-instruction,
e.g. TRAP R0 >0−−−→ ADD0 R1,R2: We cannot mess with the order
before and after a trap.

• or it does not matter ( ≥0−−−→).

The information what was previously part of one super-instruction is only
important to such a degree as to determine how long transient registers are
alive. Between the instruction defining the output buffer and the one using
it will be an edge with latency constraint = 0.

In order to simplify the scheduling pass later on, additional edges are
inserted between instructions that are not directly depending on each other.

1Latency k of a data dependence edge (i,j) is usually defined as if i
≥k−−−→ j then

tj ≥ ti + k must hold for a correct schedule.
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This is only necessary for instructions that have to go into the same
super-instruction. As shown in Figure 3.1(b), an additional edge is inserted
between nodes A and B. This is required because node A would otherwise
only force C into the same super-instruction and leave out B as the edges
only provide a forward reference.

Compared to the dependency graph construction in the previous version
of the compiler, the methods determining the dependencies have been opti-
mized to report fewer unnecessary conflicts which results directly in fewer
edges between the nodes. This in turn enables the scheduling algorithm
later on to change the order of the instructions more freely and give a better
result.

3.3 Register Compression
The number of slots provided for each functional unit type is limited per
super-instruction. Therefore it is quite self explanatory that replacing in-
structions with shorter versions that do the same job. renders the resulting
code more compact. As a result scheduling can pack the same code in fewer
super-instructions and thereby speed up its execution. Up to now, the fol-
lowing substitutions are implemented:

• If the constant number 0 is required, use the register R0 (which is
there for that very purpose) instead of defining an operand with OP 0
and then using the operand. Hence one operand slot is saved and can
be used for something else. This is applicable whenever a variable is
initialized or reset to zero.

• If an addition at which one operand is a constant zero (R0) is per-
formed, the operation can be omitted and instead of the result the
non-zero operand can be used. The same holds true for subtractions
where the subtrahend is constant zero. This saves one slot in the ALU.

• With the last substitution we might end up with a situation where a
register is written back to itself. Such a constellation can of course be
removed entirely.

• If a constant zero (R0) is written back to a general purpose register,
all upcoming usages of that register can be replaced with R0 up to the
next redefinition of that register.
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To enforce the compiler to use register compression a flag,
-enable-replica-register-compression, can be used. While at this
point the compiler and simulator still operate under the assumption that
we have unlimited write-back slots, this will not hold true in future ver-
sions. At that point saving WB operations will pay off.

3.4 ILP scheduling
As REPLICA is a VLIW architecture, the compiler should identify opera-
tions that can be executed in parallel when there are no dependencies and
resource conflicts between them, and put them in one super-instruction.
Additionally the REPLICA architecture offers the possibility to chain in-
structions. That means that we can use the output of one functional unit
inside a super-instruction as an input to the next one. Thereby we don’t
have to wait until the result is written back to the register file.

When the LLVM intermediate representation is lowered to the REPLICA
instruction set, the created VLIW super-instructions do represent the cor-
rect semantics, but they utilize the available functionality quite poorly. An
addition operation, for example, will only make use of one ALU and one
write-back slot in a super-instruction. All other slots are idling at that
time. To make better usage of both the available ILP and the possibility to
chain instructions, we have provided an optimization pass that reschedules
the instructions, at basic block level, into new super-instructions.

Another important advantage is that this also helps us to generate code
for different REPLICA configurations, i.e. providing different amounts of
available slots per functional unit type.

Before we start with a description of the scheduling algorithm, some
naming conventions that we will use should be introduced. The scheduler is
written in a way that we support an arbitrary number of slots per functional
unit type. The available slots per functional unit type as a whole will be
referred to as a bucket (operand bucket, pre-memory-ALU bucket, memory
bucket, . . . ). A chain of instructions is a list of instructions that must
be scheduled in the same super-instruction. A chain is characterized by
edges with latency constraint = 0. We call an instruction ready if all its
predecessors in the dependency graph are scheduled. We call an instruction
schedulable when it is ready and all the instructions in the chain are ready as
well as there is enough space in the respective buckets to schedule the whole
chain. An instruction is emitted when it is finally moved from its respective
bucket to the output. Instructions that are scheduled but not emitted yet
have a special influence during the scheduling.

3.4.1 Algorithm
As Figure 3.2 shows we start the scheduling by creating a dependency graph
as described in Section 3.2. By implementation, this directly provides us
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Figure 3.2: Flowchart of the scheduling algorithm. Adapted from [64].

with a list of instructions that are ready. These instructions are put into
the ready set.

The main part of the work is split between two major steps ”find next
schedulable instruction” and ”schedule instruction”, and a third step ”emit
instructions” which are explained in the following.

Find next schedulable instruction

In this first step, we try to determine the next instruction that is schedulable.
Naturally, this instruction has to be picked from the ready set. Hence,
isSchedulable is called on one element (instruction) after another until we
find a result. The challenge here is, that we not only have to consider the
instruction itself, but the entire chain; so there has to be enough space in
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the respective buckets for all the instructions involved.
A goal was to implement this in an efficient way such that we can start

with an arbitrary instruction but if find at some point halfway through the
chain that there is not enough space, we don’t have to do a complicated
roll-back of the involved data structures.

Our greedy approach does this by starting with a resource vector of type
struct RemainingSlots that holds the amount of slots left in each bucket.
This resource vector is passed by reference to recursive isSchedulable calls.

Every instance of isSchedulable now does the following steps:

• It is checked if the instruction has to be stalled because of an instruc-
tion that is already scheduled but not yet emitted. This can happen
because of sequencing or memory instructions.

• The resource vector is checked if there is enough space in the respective
bucket. If so, the corresponding counter is decremented by one.

• isSchedulable is called recursively on all depending instructions with
latency = 0.

If one of these tests fails the entire attempt on the chain fails and the next
ready instruction is tested.

One of the important features of the REPLICA architecture is the chain-
ing of instructions. Therefore isSchedulable checks if the current instruction
is depending on a write-back (WB) that is scheduled but not emitted yet.
If this is the case and all other prerequisites are met, we save a note that we
bypass the write-back and use the output of the functional unit directly that
the write-back would otherwise have to save first. Thereby we save one step.
If this instruction is the only one that uses the register until it is redefined,
the write-back is marked for removal altogether. At the same time we have
to be aware of the order inside the super-instruction: E.g. a post-memory-
ALU output cannot be used as an operand to a store instruction.

As an example, see the code in Listing 3.2:

OP0 1337 WB2 O0
OP0 42 LD0 R2 ,O0 WB2 M0

This will be rearranged to:

Listing 3.2: Skipping a writeback instruction
OP0 1337 OP1 42 LD0 O0,O1 WB2 M0

Schedule instruction

Now that we determined that an instruction plus all recursively dependent
ones are schedulable, the instructions are all put in their respective buckets.

Two types of register modifications now have to be applied. Both can be
observed in Listing 3.2.
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1. The replacements that were earlier noted because we skip a writeback.
LD0 now uses O0 instead of R2.

2. If we have more than one slot in a bucket, we replace the output buffer
that is used. OP0 42 was moved from slot 0 to slot 1.

All instructions that are pulled in by a latency = 0 constraint are sched-
uled as well. This goes fine as it was part of the isSchedulable check earlier.

All instructions depending on this one have now one predecessor less.
Those that have reached zero predecessors are ready. Hence they are put in
the ready set.

Emit instructions

If ”get next schedulable instruction” can’t find a suitable instruction, there
are apparently not enough slots left. In this case the instructions are emit-
ted as a VLIW and the buckets are emptied. This way of picking the next
instruction will eventually cover all instructions because the initial packing
into superinstructions derived by the LLVM IR sub-tree matching only im-
poses minimal requirements (i.e. only one slot per functional unit) and the
algorithm will terminate.

3.4.2 Parametrization
In order to enforce the compiler to generate target code for a specific con-
figuration we have introduced a set of compiler flags that we will explain
briefly. Since the flags are quite many, the compiler is actually run from a
script. The first parameter is -enable-replica-ilp which tells that the
rescheduling should be applied in order to increase instruction level paral-
lelism (ILP); for debugging purposes it can be switched off. The concept
of having buckets is mentioned in the previous section, where the idea is
to collect instructions that go into the same functional unit. This is in-
tentionally built in a way that there is no restriction as to how many slots
there are per bucket. The limitation of the number of slots is only imposed
by passing a resource vector from an instance of isSchedulable to another.
The initial amount (how many slots are there per bucket in a new super-
instruction) is not defined in advance but rather given as a command line
parameter to the compiler; -num-ops tells the number of integer or floating
point constants available per super-instruction, -num-alus tells how many
ALUs are available before the memory unit, -num-mus tells number of mem-
ory units, finally -num-alus-post tells the number of ALUs available after
the memory access is done. All these parameters can be shown by calling
llc -help-hidden.

As explained extensively, rescheduling tries to use the output of one
functional unit as an input to another one and thereby bypass write-back
operations. Furthermore, the PRAM model implementation by REPLICA
requires to hide the latency to memory with different access times. Due to
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internal matters, this only succeeds when memory accesses are executed in
parallel and not sequentially. Therefore chaining data going to and coming
from memory is not possible:-chained-mus is therefore set to false by
default. -enable-replica-inline-integration tells if an inline assembly
string be split up into separate instructions and be subject to following
optimization passes. The option to not split and reschedule inline assembly
can be useful for debugging purposes. It is important to notice that the
dependencies of inline assembly are actually taken care of. For evaluation
purposes we have the parameter -num-reg-read and -num-reg-write to
limit the number of general purpose registers that can be read and written
respectively in each super instruction, the default is 32 (number of general
purpose registers per thread).

3.5 Evaluation
In order to measure the improvement achieved through the different opti-
mization passes, several test programs were written in REPLICA baseline
language. Even though the focus was on instruction level parallelism we have
also used some thread parallel programs as benchmark, to see their char-
acteristics for instruction level parallelism. We have benchmark programs
threshold image filtering and blur filtering which are both thread parallel,
moreover a single threaded discrete wavelet transform (DWT), where our
implementation is based on [77], and one simple test multiply & move where
elements in an array are multiplied and then moved to another array. We
also tested an inverse discrete cosine transform (IDCT), this computation
kernel was extracted from the Mediabench [66] mpeg2 package.

The baseline case with unoptimized code means that no rescheduling
is done, which means that unsplitted super-instructions are used directly
from the mapping of the LLVM IR. For each configuration (T5, T7, T11
and T14) we did two test series for each benchmark program. One puts no
constraints on the number of register read and writes, which can be seen in
Figure 3.3. In the second test series we limited the number of both read and
write ports to the register file to a maximum of four. Figure 3.4 displays a
relative comparison with respect to performance between the two cases. It
shows the expected behavior: When we increase the number of functional
units without also increasing the number of available registers, speed-up will
suffer. For the benchmarks multiply & move and image blur with limited
register read and write ports, we will still get almost the same speed-up as
in the unlimited case, this is because the functional units can be utilized
well since the data dependencies allow us to make use of the buffers in the
chained functional units.
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Figure 3.3: Instruction level speed-up comparison with different configura-
tions, no constraints on number of read and write ports to reg. file. Adapted
from [64].
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3.6 Comparison to Previous Work
There has been a lot of work done in instruction scheduling, see e.g. [98, 27,
90, 2].

It is well-known that the time-optimal instruction scheduling problem for
basic blocks is for most target architectures NP-complete [61]. While smaller
scheduling problems can, today, be solved to optimality using integer linear
programming and similar techniques, the general case is typically solved by
heuristic algorithms.

One classical heuristic solution of the scheduling problem is Graham’s
greedy algorithm for scheduling tasks [47], known as “list scheduling”. It
maps tasks to a set of processors, where the tasks can be dependent on each
other. The tasks are kept in a list ordered by their dependencies and other
priorities so to assign a task to an idle processor it goes through the list and
picks the next ready task. If no runnable task is found the processor will
idle. Another scheduling algorithm is critical path scheduling [61].

Finlayson et al. [26] show how compiler support can help reducing power
consumption without adversely affecting performance when introducing in-
ternal registers, that are read and written explicitly, instead of pipeline reg-
ister. These internal registers reminds a lot of REPLICAs explicit functional
unit result registers.

When it comes to VLIW scheduling for architectures with chained func-
tional units we are only aware of the following two, which we compare in
detail.

3.6.1 Original virtual ILP algorithm
Scheduling for a more generalized version of this type of architecture has
been proposed by [31]. The algorithm proposed there proceeds in a different
way than we do. It is more focused on filling the available memory slots. It
sees the next free slot (both memory slots and other ones) and then tries to
find a suitable instruction that is independent of all the remaining unsched-
uled instructions. From our point of view, this has some disadvantages:

• a lot of instructions are inspected which then turn out to have the
wrong type.

• it is only taken into account that this instruction depends on other
ones, not that other instructions (in this chain) might depend on this
one and therefore have to fit into the same super-instruction/ VLIW.

Our algorithm, on the other hand, scans through the set of ready instructions
and checks if they can be scheduled. This seems to be more flexible if
dependencies in both directions have to be considered.
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3.6.2 Earlier ILP scheduler for the REPLICA compiler
Together with the general compiler back-end, Åkesson [3] also implemented
an optimization pass that aims at exploiting more ILP. The implemented
algorithm is based on [31] but looks for the next instruction (as we do)
instead of the next slot. As the necessity to manage instructions in a different
stage was recognized, different containers exist for holding instructions:

• those that have to be scheduled immediately (within the same super-
instruction)

• those that have to be scheduled whenever there is enough space

• those that have to be scheduled at the earliest in the next super-
instruction.

One can see that this corresponds to the different latency constraints de-
fined in the dependency graph. This design, however, turns out to be rather
cumbersome when we try to use short-cuts and skip write-backs. In order
to do this scheduling, a dependency graph was required as well in [3]. The
implementation however took in many cases a too conservative approach
(e.g., it ignored the fact that output buffers are only valid inside a super-
instruction) which resulted in too many unnecessary dependencies that ren-
dered rescheduling more difficult or even impossible. [3] only support one
basic REPLICA configuration.

3.7 Conclusion and future work
We have shown that our implementation of a parametrizable instruction
scheduling algorithm for a VLIW processor with chained functional units
produces high quality code for different hardware configurations. The high
parametrization of the compiler makes it, together with the simulator, useful
for evaluating different hardware configurations.

Future work includes the extension of scheduling beyond basic blocks,
for example for loops using software pipelining techniques. It can be inter-
esting to evaluate it for the REPLICA architecture since the case of chained
functional units is a different one compared to standard VLIW architectures.

Another interesting idea would be to try to formulate and solve the
scheduling problem as an integrated code generation problem of instruc-
tion selection, scheduling and register allocation together, for instance using
integer linear programming both at basic block level and beyond. In ear-
lier work Eriksson [24],[25] models integrated code generation for clustered
VLIW DSPs using this technique. One example of similarity is that clus-
tered VLIW DSPs have different register files which give constraints on
which registers can be used by the different functional units; in our case we
have the transient functional registers which are exposed to the programmer
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and can only be used from left to right and are only valid during one super-
instruction step. Both lead to strong coupling between register allocation
and instruction scheduling, for which integrated code generation provides
higher code quality, see Eriksson [24].
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Chapter 4

Evaluation of REPLICA
PRAM mode

This chapter is based on [51, 50].

4.1 Motivation to evaluate PRAM
To keep up with the never decreasing demand of more computation power
both researchers and hardware manufacturers have turned to parallel com-
puting [89]. One reason is that higher clock frequencies is a dead end with
current technology due to power and heat constraints. For example high-
end personal computers had already in 2003 clock frequencies up to 4GHz,
today, ten years later they are about the same [92]. Still the current technol-
ogy evolves so that more transistors, and hence more logic, can be built on a
single chip, following Moore’s law [92]. This has lead to the multicore trend
that we face today – processor chips contain multiple processor cores that
execute computational threads in parallel. Another approach used for speed-
ing up sequential programs is to exploit instruction level parallelism (ILP)
by executing multiple instructions in multiple functional units. Unfortu-
nately, the amount of easily extractable ILP is limited in most applications.
As the step towards exploiting massive thread-level parallelism (TLP) in ap-
plications now must be taken, the trade-off between ILP and TLP must be
balanced cost-effectively.

It is claimed [42, 92] that current CPUs are inefficient in certain types
of parallel functionalities making use of frequent inter-thread communica-
tion/synchronization and that so-called Emulated Shared Memory (ESM)
architectures would solve these problems. ESMs use multithreading to hide
the latency of the shared memory subsystem instead of caches and provide
highly cost-efficient synchronization mechanisms. The motivation for shared
memory emulation comes from the theoretical Parallel Random Access Ma-
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chine (PRAM) model [58] that helps a programmer to focus on the essence
of parallel computation without having to worry about data locality and
various architecture/implementation-dependent properties of the machine,
see [58] for more information about ESM. We show that an advanced ESM
architecture, REPLICA, performs very well compared to the Intel CPU and
Nvidia GPUs, even though it has not yet been provided with latest per-
formance enhancement techniques such as SIMD instructions. In several
cases the REPLICA architecture only needs to be clocked at a few hundred
Megahertz to match them.

Here, we compare preliminarily the performance of three hardware im-
plemented ESM architectures with a state-of-the-art CPU and GPU. The
benchmarks are selected to cover different patterns of parallel computation.
For the CPU and GPU we used fast library implementations of the bench-
mark functionalities while most of ESM the implementations were written
by us and therefore potentially less optimized, see Table 4.3.

Some related work includes [78] and [17] for SB-PRAM, [9] where XMT
is compared to GPUs, and [67] compares GPUs and CPUs. Vuduc et al. in
[93] also compares CPUs to GPUs for problems that are irregular, and states
that a GPU is in this case roughly comparable to one or two CPUs (including
the on-chip cores). [4] investigates CPU programming using OpenCL.

4.2 Hardware Architectures
In order to figure out the performance potential of ESM architectures with
respect to current CPUs and GPUs, we selected five different architectures
for comparison – REPLICA (ESM), SB-PRAM (ESM), XMT (asynchronous
ESM), Intel Xeon X5660 CPU, and Nvidia Tesla M2050 GPU.

In Section 2 we have already given an introduction to the REPLICA
architecture, XMT and SP-PRAM.

4.2.1 Intel Xeon CPU
Xeon X5660 is a 2.8 GHz commercially off-the-shelf available Intel CPU
with 6 dual-threaded cores with SIMD units. It has three levels of cache; 32
kB data cache, 256 kB mid-level cache per core and 12 MB last-level cache
shared between the cores [55].

4.2.2 NVidia Tesla GPGPU
Tesla M2050 is a 575 MHz commercially off-the-shelf available NVidia GPU
with 14 streaming multiprocessors, with totally 448 CUDA cores and 3 GB
memory in total. Each streaming multiprocessor can handle up to 1536 resi-
dent threads, i.e., the maximal number of resident threads is 14×1536=21504.
GPUs can profit from multithreading to hide memory latency. However, we
do not consider it here; instead we refer to [10].
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Benchmark Description Mem. ac-
cess

Control
flow input
dependent

Berkeley
dwarfs [7]

prefix sum Prefix sums
of an array.

regular No No

matmul Product of
two matrices.

regular No Yes

smatvec Product of
a sparse
matrix and a
vector.

irregular Yes Yes

breadth first Breach first
search from a
graph.

irregular Yes Yes

Table 4.1: List of benchmarks

Configuration #Cores #Thrds #FUs Model
REPLICA-4 4 2048 10 ESM
REPLICA-16 16 8192 10 ESM
REPLICA-64 64 32768 10 ESM
SB-PRAM 64 2048 4 ESM
XMT 64 1024 4 AESM
Xeon CPU 6 6 SMP
TESLA GPU 448 21504 Hybrid

Table 4.2: List of architectures tested. FUs stands for Functional Units.

4.3 Evaluation of PRAM mode
We evaluated the performance of the architectures of Section 4.2 by mea-
suring the execution time of four benchmarks representing different types
of parallel computing patterns (see Table 4.1) on seven configurations of
the architectures (see Table 6.1). We motivate our selection of benchmarks
as follows: three of the benchmarks that we use, namely matrix matrix
multiply, sparse matrix multiply and breadth first search, belong to the
well-known Berkeley dwarfs [7]. Moreover, we have two irregular memory
access algorithms; sparse matrix vector multiply and breadth first search,
which would suit ESM well. On the other hand, prefix sum and matrix
matrix multiply are regular memory access algorithms and therefore suit
cache based systems better. The control flows of sparse matrix vector mul-
tiply and breadth first search are input dependent, which is not the case for
prefix sum and matrix matrix multiply.
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Benchmark Intel Xeon Nvidia Tesla XMT SB-PRAM REPLICA
prefix sum - Thrust::inclusive scan [75] From [21] - -
matmul OpenBLAS [99] CuBLAS [75] Based on [74] - -
smatvec Sparse Library (SL) [100] CUSP [11] Based on [74] - -
breadth first search Rodinia [87] Rodinia [87] - - -

Table 4.3: Implementations used for the different architectures. - means
that we implemented it ourselves for this study.

Name #Nodes #Edges
graph4096.txt 4096 24576
graph65536.txt 65536 393216
graph1MW 6.txt 1000000 5999970

Table 4.4: Graphs from the Rodinia benchmark suite [87] used in our BFS
benchmarking

REPLICA benchmarks were written in the baseline REPLICA language
[72], compiled in our LLVM 3.0 based REPLICA compiler capable of gen-
erating and optimizing target code for the different hardware configurations
[64] and executed in an in-house developed cycle-accurate simulator model-
ing processors, interconnect and on-chip memories.

For SB-PRAM we used the Fork95 compiler (fcc version 2.0) and SB-
PRAM simulator pramsim 2.0 assuming an ideal memory system.

For XMT we used the cycle-accurate XMT Simulator version 0.82.112
with 1024 TCUs and 64 clusters modeling the processors, interconnect and
on-chip caches, and the xmtcc 0.82.0 compiler with O2 optimizations.

All tests for Intel Xeon X5660 were done using Debian squeeze with Linux
kernel 2.6.32-5-amd64 (x86 64) and gcc version 4.4.5 with O2 optimizations
with hyperthreading switched off. For the matrix matrix multiplication we
used the highly optimized parallel library OpenBLAS stable release version
0.2.8 [99].

The tests for Tesla were done on ARCH Linux with Linux kernel 3.10.10-
1-ARCH (x86 64) using nvcc Cuda compilation tools, release 5.0, V0.2.1221
[75]. For the prefix sum benchmark we used Thrust::inclusive scan and
for the matrix matrix multiplication we used the highly optimized CuBLAS
library that comes with CUDA 5.0 Toolkit [75].

In Table 4.3 we show the benchmark implementations we used for Intel
Xeon, Nvidia Tesla, XMT, SB-PRAM and REPLICA. Note that we used
library implementations for all of the Berkeley Dwarfs listed in Table 4.1 for
Intel Xeon and Nvidia Tesla.

For breadth first search we used graphs from the Rodinia benchmark
suite 2.4 [87]. For CPU and GPU implementations we used the target spe-
cific BFS algorithms provided by the Rodinia benchmark suite 2.4 [87].
Among our benchmarks BFS on graphs are the most irregular problems
with respect to memory accesses.
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Name #Cols/Rows #non-zeros
Internet 124651 207214
Lugn2 109460 492564
ASIC 680ks 682712 2329176
t2em 921632 4590832

Table 4.5: Sparse matrices used from The University of Florida Sparse Ma-
trix Collection [16].

Figure 4.1 shows selected performance results normalized as processed
elements per execution time in clock cycles (and normalized to performance
of Xeon for sparse matrix vector multiply since the number of elements
is not meaningfully defined for sparse matrices), assuming the same clock
frequency for CPU and ESMs and 4.8 times lower frequency for GPU1. From
these results we can make the following observations:

The highest performance was obtained from the REPLICA- 64 and
XMT architectures except in matrix matrix multiply where the Tesla GPU
achieved the best performance if data transportation time to GPU and back
to CPU was not taken into account. The second best was the Xeon CPU for
smaller matrices and REPLICA-64 for larger matrices. The lowest perfor-
mance was provided by Tesla with data copying. The main reason for lower
than expected ESM performance in this benchmark is that, while Xeon and
Tesla are using highly assembler optimized library algorithms, ESMs use
the standard triple-nested loop algorithm and no hand optimization. There
exist faster algorithms also for ESM but due to the high amount of work we
did not try to include them in this preliminary study. Due to the relatively
high degree of parallelism, the GPU, which has the highest number of cores
by a large margin, provides the best performance.

As expected, among the 64-core ESMs, REPLICA and XMT provide
better performance than SB-PRAM in all tests. This is because SB-PRAM
has a less optimized hardware architecture and less aggressively optimizing
compiler than REPLICA and XMT. XMT outperformed REPLICA only in
cases where the amount of TLP is limited in breadth first search and sparse
matrix vector multiply. This is because REPLICA needs more threads to
hide the latency of the interconnect and XMT has clever load balancing
between the computational tasks. Unfortunately the former means that the
silicon implementation of XMT would have lower clock rate although they
are assumed to be the same in this study. Xeon CPU with only a fraction of
cores of Tesla had higher performance in small prefix sum and breadth-first-
search benchmarks if the plain kernel execution time is taken into account
and in most benchmarks if the data transportation time to GPU and back
is included.

1This factor comes fromt the difference in clock speed between the Xeon CPU and
Tesla GPU.
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Figure 4.1: (a)-(c) Performance as elements per execution time in clock
cycles for prefix sum, matrix matrix multiply and breadth first search. (d)
Normalized performance for sparse matrix vector multiply (Xeon=1.0) since
the number of elements is not well defined for sparse matrices. TESLA-K
refers to kernel-only execution while TESLA-T includes also CPU-GPU data
transportation. Adapted from [51, 50].

We also considered the necessary clock rate of REPLICA architectures
to match the performance of CPU and GPU (see Figure 4.2). From these
results we can make the following observations:

The trend for prefix sum is that the larger problem sizes we have, the
lower clock frequency is needed by REPLICA to match CPU and GPU, from
3.52GHz down to less than a MHz.

Matrix-matrix multiply needs around 6 GHz for a 16-core REPLICA to
match the CPU for the largest problem size, and up to 22GHz to match
the GPU if transfer time to the GPU is not considered. The overall lowest
frequency needed to match the CPU for matrix-matrix multiply is 1.6GHz.

For sparse matrix-vector multiply, the needed clock frequencies range
between 35MHz to 2.3GHz to match CPU and GPU.

For BFS the lowest clock frequency needed was 27MHz to match the
Xeon CPU, using a 64-core REPLICA for the largest graph. On the smallest
graph the four core REPLICA gave the worst result; 1.3GHz to match Xeon
CPU.

In the case of matrix-matrix multiply we only show the comparison
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3.52GHz down to less than a MHz.

Matrix-matrix multiply needs around 6 GHz for a 16-core REPLICA to
match the CPU for the largest problem size, and up to 22GHz to match
the GPU if transfer time to the GPU is not considered. The overall lowest
frequency needed to match the CPU for matrix-matrix multiply is 1.6GHz.

For sparse matrix-vector multiply, the needed clock frequencies range
between 35MHz to 2.3GHz to match CPU and GPU.

For BFS the lowest clock frequency needed was 27MHz to match the
Xeon CPU, using a 64-core REPLICA for the largest graph. On the smallest
graph the four core REPLICA gave the worst result; 1.3GHz to match Xeon
CPU.

In the case of matrix-matrix multiply we only show the comparison
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Figure 4.2: Clock frequencies needed for REPLICA CMPs to match the
performance of Xeon CPU and Tesla GPU. Note that Figure a) Prefix Sum
has a logarithmic scale on the Y-axis. Adapted from [50, 51].

against the Xeon CPU in Figure 4.2. The reason is that if we consider
the data transfer time to the GPU the needed REPLICA clock frequency is
just a few Megahertz, while it is up to hundred GHz without transfer time.

In Figure 4.3 we show the speedups that we get if we clock the REPLICA
at 2.0 GHz; for all benchmarks except matrix-matrix multiply we get a
speedup for the different REPLICA versions. It ranges from 0.86x up to
102x. The lowest speedup (slowdown) among these three benchmarks was
for sparse-matrix-vector multiply in the case of the smallest matrix (internet)
when we compare the REPLICA four-core version to the Xeon CPU (which
has 6 cores and is clocked higher).

Finally we compared REPLICA to an otherwise similar system but hav-
ing an ideal shared memory (so-called PRAM configuration). The slowdown
for REPLICA was less than 1% for prefix sums calculation. This consider-
ation could not be done for the other ESM architectures since XMT does
not define the PRAM model and the SB-PRAM results were already PRAM
conformant since the simulator did not model the interconnection network2.

REPLICA has a scalable multi-mesh network and has been estimated to
be clockable at least at 2 GHz with an old 65 nm technology. Estimating
the maximum clock frequency, needed silicon space and resulting power
consumption of ESMs with current technology is beyond the scope of this

2Note that [78] reported a similar slowdown of 1-2% measured on the SB-PRAM
prototype compared to the pramsim simulated execution times.
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work.

4.4 Conclusions
We have done a preliminary quantitative comparison of ESM architectures
against off-the-shelf CPUs and GPUs by benchmarking. It is commonly
known that some types of algorithms, based on their data access scheme, suit
some type of architectures better than others. Here we have chosen different
benchmarks with large variation to actually avoid biasing some architecture.
Some of our tests use both data and benchmarks that are well known, also
some of our implementations for the commercially available architectures
are written so they make use of state-of-the-art vendor provided libraries.

Assuming that the ESM architectures execute at the same clock rate
as the CPU (4.8 times faster than the GPU), the fastest ESM architectures
(REPLICA and XMT) perform way better than both CPU and GPU except
in matrix multiplication where the latter use asymptotically faster and more
optimized algorithms. At the same time also most programs for ESM ma-
chines were significantly simpler and shorter than those of CPU and GPU.
In Listing 4.1 we give an example of the sparse matrix vector multiply kernel
implemented for REPLICA that we used in the benchmark.
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work.

4.4 Conclusions
We have done a preliminary quantitative comparison of ESM architectures
against off-the-shelf CPUs and GPUs by benchmarking. It is commonly
known that some types of algorithms, based on their data access scheme, suit
some type of architectures better than others. Here we have chosen different
benchmarks with large variation to actually avoid biasing some architecture.
Some of our tests use both data and benchmarks that are well known, also
some of our implementations for the commercially available architectures
are written so they make use of state-of-the-art vendor provided libraries.

Assuming that the ESM architectures execute at the same clock rate
as the CPU (4.8 times faster than the GPU), the fastest ESM architectures
(REPLICA and XMT) perform way better than both CPU and GPU except
in matrix multiplication where the latter use asymptotically faster and more
optimized algorithms. At the same time also most programs for ESM ma-
chines were significantly simpler and shorter than those of CPU and GPU.
In Listing 4.1 we give an example of the sparse matrix vector multiply kernel
implemented for REPLICA that we used in the benchmark.
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Listing 4.1: Sparse matrix vector multiply kernel for REPLICA. Note that
variable names that end with are shared. The matrix is compressed using
Compressed Sparse Row (CSR) format.
counte r = number o f threads ;
r= t h r e a d i d ;
while ( r<ROWS)
{

sum = 0 ;
rowStart = row ptr [ r ] ;
rowEnd = row ptr [ r +1] ;
for ( c=rowStart ; c<rowEnd ; ++c )
{

sum += v a l [ c ] ∗ x [ c o l i n d [ c ] ] ;
}
y [ r ] = sum ;
a p r e f i x ( r ,ADD,& counter , 1 ) ;

}
synchron i z e ;

The best performance was obtained by REPLICA except with some
small-size breadth first searches and sparse matrix vector multiplication by
XMT and with all problem sizes by Tesla GPU in matrix matrix multipli-
cation.

This work also reveals some potential weaknesses of the ESM architec-
tures, including the modest architectural implementation of SB-PRAM, lim-
ited performance of XMT with large data sets, and problems of REPLICA
with low-parallelism and dynamic load balancing cases. The latter ones
could be potentially solved by using the NUMA mode [44] combining mul-
tiples threads to single a NUMA thread for each processor but we did not
test it in this study.
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Chapter 5

Exploiting NUMA mode

This chapter is based on [44, 43].

5.1 Introduction
In this chapter we propose a number of hardware and software techniques
to support the NUMA computing in CESM architectures in a seamless way.
The hardware techniques include three different NUMA shared memory ac-
cess mechanisms and the software ones provide mechanisms to integrate and
optimize NUMA computation into the standard PRAM operation of the
CESM. The hardware techniques are evaluated on our REPLICA CESM
architecture and compared to an ideal CESM machine making use of the
proposed software techniques.

5.2 Configurable ESM architectures
In order to solve the performance and programmability problems of current
parallel/multicore machines, the concept of shared memory emulation has
been introduced and a number of academic architectures has been proposed
[58, 29, 91, 40]. In this section we will discuss the idea of shared memory
emulation and adding NUMA support for it to support configurability in
those architectures.

Shared memory emulation

The main problems of current architectures are that synchronization (of
asynchronous execution) takes hundreds of clock cycles and that cache-based
latency hiding scales weakly. To solve these problems one would need a
fast/low-overhead synchronization mechanism and scalable latency hiding/-
tolerance mechanism. The standard way to solve these problems, known as
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shared memory emulation, is to use wave synchronization to provide lock-
step synchronous execution and to employ multithreading with a pipelined
memory system along with a machine consisting of P processors (each Tp-
threaded) connected to M memory modules via a high-bandwidth network
of diameter φnet.

The idea of wave synchronization is to separate references belonging
to consecutive steps of execution during which each thread of the processor
executes a single instruction. This is done by sending a set of synchronization
references between the steps. Routing of synchronization references happens
in an elastic wave-like manner so that synchronicity is maintained [69, 29].

Latency hiding using excessive multithreading is based on overlapping
relatively long latency memory references in a pipelined memory system so
that when a thread refers to a memory location, other threads are executed
e.g. in an interleaved manner until the reply is received [29]. Hot spots and
congestion are minimized by using randomized hashing of memory locations
[18].

As these two methods are combined the synchronization cost is dropped
so that the overhead of lock-step synchronicity in execution time becomes
1/Tp and the latency will be hidden with a high probability assuming Tp ≥
2φnet [82] like the current single core architectures are emulating the model
of sequential computation efficiently with a high probability.

5.3 Adding NUMA support
The utilization fraction Up of a P -processor ESM system with Tp threads per
processor as the function of software parallelism Tb (the number of threads
in execution at the current moment of time) is

Up = min{Tb, P × Tp}
P × Tp

We can easily see that if the software parallelism is low Up gets weak.
Most current multicore architectures do not have this problem since they are
not using multithreading for latency hiding but coherent caches to exploit
access locality in programs (where available) or just try to tolerate natural
latency defined by the distance of memory access making memory access
non-uniform [68, 81].

In earlier work, [38], the idea of adding the plain NUMA model support
for the ESM machine by allowing a set of threads in a processor core to
join together as a single bunch that is sharing a single register set and exe-
cuting instructions consecutively even inside a step instead of executing the
same instruction for each thread was introduced. This is done by reorganiz-
ing the thread storaging mechanism, adding indirection to the register set
addressing, merging the ESM pipeline with the standard NUMA pipeline,
and providing non-uniform locality-aware access to memory modules. (see
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Figure 5.1: Indirecting the thread storage in ESM and merging a Tp-
threaded ESM pipeline and standard 4-stage NUMA pipeline to obtain
CESM architecture. Adapted from [43, 44].

Figure 5.1) The obtained class of architectures is called configurable emu-
lated shared memory (CESM). We have also introduced the PRAM-NUMA
model of computation capturing the details of this solution in more the-
oretical way [39]. It consists of T processors grouped as P groups of Tp

processors, a word-wise accessible global shared memory, P local memory
blocks, a metric defining distance between the processor groups and tar-
get memory blocks, and distance-aware interconnection network (see Figure
5.2).

5.4 NUMA realization alternatives
The original PRAM-NUMA model of computation [39] defines separate net-
works and memory systems for the different modes of the machine, which is
impractical from the point of view of writing unified programs making use
of both modes. In order to simplify hardware implementation and program-
ming, we have proposed unifying the modes by embedding the NUMA sys-
tem into the PRAM system so that there is no need for a dedicated NUMA
network while dedicated NUMA memories are retained as local memory
modules [40]. This solution does, however, not define a simple way to unify
memory allocation and execution control mechanisms in the different modes
of the processor and leaves low-level hardware organization open. Our new
idea is to use the PRAM shared memory system to implement storage also
for shared NUMA variables while the private PRAM variables are moved
to the local memories to reduce the load of the network. Technically there
are three obvious ways to implement shared memory load accesses for the
NUMA mode – freeze processor, freeze bunch, and load with explicit receive.
In the following we describe the main principles of these alternatives.
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of both modes. In order to simplify hardware implementation and program-
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tem into the PRAM system so that there is no need for a dedicated NUMA
network while dedicated NUMA memories are retained as local memory
modules [40]. This solution does, however, not define a simple way to unify
memory allocation and execution control mechanisms in the different modes
of the processor and leaves low-level hardware organization open. Our new
idea is to use the PRAM shared memory system to implement storage also
for shared NUMA variables while the private PRAM variables are moved
to the local memories to reduce the load of the network. Technically there
are three obvious ways to implement shared memory load accesses for the
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In the following we describe the main principles of these alternatives.
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Figure 5.2: The PRAM-NUMA model of computation. (P=processor,
L=local memory, Tp=number of processors per group, T=total number of
threads, P=number of processor groups.). Adapted from [43, 44].

• Freeze processor (FP) The whole processor core freezes until the reply
arrives. As a consequence, the rest of the threads let them be PRAM
threads or other NUMA bunches on the same core will also be halted.
This resembles adding wait states until the memory reply is received
in a standard pipelined processor.

• Freeze bunch (FB) The currently executed bunch freezes but the rest
of the threads and bunches continue execution. This is implemented
by re-executing the tail of the load instruction during the execution
slots of the bunch until the reply is received from the memory system.
This resembles freezing the current instruction and all the dependent
instructions in a standard superscalar processor.

• Load with explicit receive (LER) The original load instructions are
divided into two new memory instructions – load and receive. The
new load instruction sends the shared memory reference on its way to
the memory system. The reply is fetched by the receive instruction.
If the reply has not arrived at the time of executing the receive, the
current bunch freezes until the reply is received, just like in the freeze
bunch alternative. With a help of explicit receive it is possible schedule
the load and receive separately or even to overlap multiple shared
load operations unlike in the other alternatives while the shared store
operations are automatically overlapped in all alternatives. A practical
upper bound for a number of overlapping references is the number of
threads per the NUMA bunch divided by two (assuming both send
and receive instructions are executed in the same functional unit) and
the upper bound for the latency between a load and corresponding
receive is a single step. The former is potentially bounded also by the
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bunch alternative. With a help of explicit receive it is possible schedule
the load and receive separately or even to overlap multiple shared
load operations unlike in the other alternatives while the shared store
operations are automatically overlapped in all alternatives. A practical
upper bound for a number of overlapping references is the number of
threads per the NUMA bunch divided by two (assuming both send
and receive instructions are executed in the same functional unit) and
the upper bound for the latency between a load and corresponding
receive is a single step. The former is potentially bounded also by the
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number of available registers.

Since these solutions are using the PRAM memory system, the memory
wait logic is taking care that the replies are received within the current step
of execution. In the case of contention in the network, it can happen that
the thread slot initiating the load is trying to leave the memory waiting
stages causing the whole processor core to freeze until the reply is received.
The synchronization wave is ultimately guaranteeing that all the references
made during a step of execution have completed before the references of the
next step are applied.

5.5 Programming considerations
Earlier work proposed a parallel application development scheme for ESM
machines consisting of a strong model of computation, a C-like TLP pro-
gramming language e [34] or REPLICA [71], ILP-TLP optimization algo-
rithm, and application development flow [36]. The scheme allows program-
mers to write applications with a help of supporting theory of parallel al-
gorithms [56, 58]. Orchestration of threads is arranged in standard PRAM-
style by providing thread identifier, number of threads, and synchronous and
asynchronous variants of C-style constructs. Since the NUMA mode of the
CESM machine does not execute threads synchronously nor provide access
distance independent latency hiding like the PRAM model, the scheme does
not directly support NUMA programming of CESM machines. In the fol-
lowing we describe how NUMA mode programming can be closely unified to
the ESM programming scheme, give some programming examples, explain
what kind of support the programming scheme requires, as well as consider
compilation and optimization issues for PRAM-NUMA.

Orchestrating parallelism in the NUMA mode

The CESM machine boots up in the PRAM mode, supports switching groups
of threads to the NUMA mode and back to PRAM mode, and allows for
multiple simultaneous PRAM and NUMA executions. This suggests that
the control of execution mode could be implemented as standard blocks at
the programming language level. For this we propose using two control
constructs that switch the execution to NUMA mode and back. The first
construct is

numa(s)

that bunches all the threads of current thread group in all participating
processor into NUMA bunches and executes statement s. After that the
mode is switched back to PRAM. Sequential portions of computation can
be supported with a construct
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sequential(s)

that bunches all the threads of current thread group in the participating
processor having the lowest Id into a single NUMA bunch and executes
statement s while the other threads are waiting. This mechanism would
just allow switching to NUMA mode and back to PRAM mode but prevents
more complex schemes including nesting modes (e.g. switching to NUMA
mode, splitting to subgroups to execute them in the PRAM mode). Since
there can be multiple PRAM thread groups executing in parallel, it would
be possible to set up multiple NUMA bunches that run in parallel with the
remaining PRAM groups if any.

In order to provide similar programming interfaces for the both modes,
we propose using the PRAM thread orchestration mechanisms also in the
NUMA mode where applicable. Controlling individual bunches could e.g.
be done with the same thread identifier and number of threads variables and
synchronization could happen with the same barrier construct. Since the
cost of synchronization is high in the NUMA mode, we do provide only the
standard asynchronous control constructs for NUMA and leave synchronous
ones limited to the PRAM mode only.

In the original ESM development scheme passing data between the dif-
ferent parts of the program happens with standard programming language
mechanisms, e.g. global variables, stack frames and pointers. To support
easy data exchange between the modes we propose reusing the REPLICA
memory model consisting of unified shared memory and private memory
making use of local memory modules also for the NUMA mode (see Figure
5.3 for the resulting memory organization map as a portion of code exe-
cuted in the PRAM mode calls a NUMA mode portion in a T -threaded
CESM). This means that exchange between NUMA bunches happens via
the shared memory system only and exchange between the modes happens
via the shared memory and bunch leaders private subspace. Then a pro-
grammer can directly use the shared variables defined in the PRAM mode
but without the notion of locality and refer also to the single set of private
variables that belong to the bunch leader. Switching back to the PRAM
mode passes the modifications done to shared variables and bunch leader’s
private variables. All the variables declared inside the NUMA portion are
be accessible in the PRAM mode before or after the portion.

Programming example
Consider the computational problem of determining the prefix sums of an
array of N integers. Let us denote that array with symbol source. The
standard (sub-optimal) way to compute the prefix sums in parallel is the
known as the recursive doubling logarithmic algorithm, where each element
of the array gets added by the element 2i positions left on iteration i, i =
0... log(N) − 1. Since the number of processors P in the NUMA mode is
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Figure 5.3: The memory organization of a T -threaded CESM machine mak-
ing use of the NUMA mode. Adapted from [43, 44].

often way smaller than N , one needs to compute each iteration by an N/P -
iteration inner loop. The algorithm assumes also that data is accessed truly
parallel in each outer iteration meaning that a temporary array temp has
to be used to store intermediate results during inner loop execution and the
obtained data must be copied back to the original array. Figure 5.4 shows
the implementation of this algorithm in the e language.

The data is initialized in the PRAM mode and the logarithmic prefix
computation is done inside the numa(s) construct. The execution time of
this algorithm is O(N log(N)/P ).
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The data is initialized in the PRAM mode and the logarithmic prefix
computation is done inside the numa(s) construct. The execution time of
this algorithm is O(N log(N)/P ).
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#define size N
int source [size]; // Allocate data array from the shared memory
int temp [size]; // Allocate space for a shared temporary array
int main()
{

int i;
int j;
source [ thread id] = thread id; // Initialize source

// in parallel in the PRAM mode
numa(

for (i=1; i<size; i<<=1)
{

for (j= thread id; j<size; j+= number of threads)
if (j-i>=0) temp [j]=source [j] + source [j-i];

synchronize;
for (j= thread id; j<size; j+= number of threads)

source [j]=temp [j];
synchronize;

}
synchronize;

);
}

Figure 5.4: Non-optimized NUMA prefix computation in the e language in
which symbol ” ” at the end of the variable name declares it shared. Adapted
from [43, 44].

5.6 Supporting the NUMA mode
The above NUMA programming scheme requires implementation of the
numa construct and barrier synchronization routine on a top of the ESM
programming scheme.

In order to switch from the PRAM mode to the NUMA mode, the cur-
rent state of the PRAM thread group is stored into block-local variables
and restored from these variables as the execution of NUMA block ends.
There is also need to allocate room for a synchronization variable from the
shared stack and compute the new thread id and number of threads vari-
ables reflecting the bunch id and number of bunches in the NUMA block.
Just before entering to the statement s the PRAM group is switched to
the NUMA mode. After the execution of the statement, the bunches are
deformed and the state of the PRAM group is restored from the local vari-
ables. The code for the numa construct switching CESM to the NUMA
mode, executing the statement s and switching back to the PRAM mode is
shown in Figure 5.5.
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The above NUMA programming scheme requires implementation of the
numa construct and barrier synchronization routine on a top of the ESM
programming scheme.

In order to switch from the PRAM mode to the NUMA mode, the cur-
rent state of the PRAM thread group is stored into block-local variables
and restored from these variables as the execution of NUMA block ends.
There is also need to allocate room for a synchronization variable from the
shared stack and compute the new thread id and number of threads vari-
ables reflecting the bunch id and number of bunches in the NUMA block.
Just before entering to the statement s the PRAM group is switched to
the NUMA mode. After the execution of the statement, the bunches are
deformed and the state of the PRAM group is restored from the local vari-
ables. The code for the numa construct switching CESM to the NUMA
mode, executing the statement s and switching back to the PRAM mode is
shown in Figure 5.5.
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#define numa( s ) {
int old thread id = thread id;
int old number of threads = number of threads;
int old group id = group id;
int old shared stack = shared stack;
int processor id = thread id/ threads per processor;
shared stack -= 4;
group id = shared stack;
update region numa;

join marker;
{

s
}
split instruction;
write back(32, private space start);
thread id = old thread id;
number of threads = old number of threads;
group id = old group id;
shared stack = old shared stack;

}

Figure 5.5: Implementation of the numa construct. The
update region numa routine computes the new values for thread id

and number of threads variables and switches execution to the NUMA
mode. The split instruction routine switches execution back to the PRAM
mode. Adapted from [43, 44].

Synchronizing the bunches in the NUMA mode is done with a NUMA-
specific library routine RTL SYNCHRONIZE NUMA that first checks if
the previous synchronization is still going on and waits for that if necessary.
Then the synchronization variable is decremented by one for each arriving
bunch. To manage the situation in which two to or more bunches do this si-
multaneously we use REPLICA processor’s fast multiprefix operations that
work partially also in the NUMA mode. The arrived bunches wait until the
synchronization variable reaches zero meaning that all the bunches have ar-
rived and continue after that. In order to manage asynchrony of bunches in
exiting the routine and reinitializing the synchronization variable the threads
decrement the synchronization variable once more and the last bunch leav-
ing the routine does the initialization. The REPLICA assembler code for
NUMA-specific barrier synchronization is shown in Figure 5.6.
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_RTL_SYNCHRONIZE_NUMA
ADD0 R29,O0 OP0 -4 WB1 A0 ; Save registers
ADD0 R29,O0 OP0 -8 ST0 R2,R1 WB1 A0
ADD0 O0,R32 OP0 __group_idST0 R3,R1 WB1 A0
LD0 R1 WB1 M0 ; R1 <-- pointer to shared _group_id

L10_RTL20
LD0 R1 WB2 M0 ; R2 <- The synchronization variable _group_id
SLE0 R2,O0 OP0 0 ; If the synchronization variable � 0 then the previous barrier is still goin on
NOP0
NOP0
BNEZ O1 OP1 L10_RTL20 ; Wait until it is reinitialized
MSUB0 O0,R1 OP0 1 ; Decrement the synchronization variable of the group

L20_RTL20
LD0 R1 WB2 M0 ; R2 <-- The synchronization variable _group_id_
SGT0 R2,O0 OP0 0 ; Test if all threads of the group have arrived
NOP0
NOP0
BNEZ O1 OP1 L20_RTL20; If not, continue waiting
MPSUB0 O0,R1 OP0 1 WB2 M0 ; Decrement the synch variable, R2 <- previous value
ADD0 O0,R32 OP0 __number_of_threads WB3 A0 ; R3 <-- number of threads
LD0 R3 WB3 M0
ADD0 R2,R3 WB2 A0 ; R2 <-- number of threads + previous value of the synchronization variable
SNE0 R2,O0 OP0 1 ; If the sum � 1 then do not reinitialize the synchronization varaible
NOP0
NOP0
BNEZ O1 OP1 L30_RTL20
ST0 R3,R1 ; Reinitialize the synchronization var

L30_RTL20
ADD0 R29,O0 OP0 -4 WB1 A0 ; Restore registers
ADD0 R29,O0 OP0 -8 LD0 R1 WB1 A0 WB2 M0
NOP0
NOP0
LD0 R1 WB3 M0 JMP R31 ; Return

Figure 5.6: The NUMA-specific barrier synchronization routine in
REPLICA assembler. Adapted from [43, 44].

5.6.1 Compiler support
We support the REPLICA hardware with a tailored compiler tool chain.
The code generation part is based on the LLVM compiler framework [65].
Earlier versions of our REPLICA compiler only supported to generate code
for PRAM mode [72, 64]. For the previous architectures, [38, 41], the so
called e-compiler was developed and used [35, 32]. To a large extent it can
be used for the current REPLICA architecture as well, and we use it for
some of the evaluation benchmarks in Section 5.7, since we try to support
both compilers under a transition period.

Here we present the first native REPLICA compiler version that supports
both PRAM and NUMA compilation. The earlier PRAM compiler, [64], can
generate code for different configurations of the REPLICA processor, e.g.
for different numbers of functional units (ALUs, MUs etc.) placed in a chain
etc. but has no NUMA support.

The first step in the code generation phase, both for PRAM and NUMA
mode, is to generate code for a minimal configuration. In the PRAM case it
is then translated and optimized for larger configurations. For NUMA mode
we still use this initial minimal configuration as a starting point, but instead
of optimizing for a more functional units etc., our scheduling algorithm
enforces the stricter scheduling constraints such as no chaining of functional
units. One example is that a compare instruction and a depending branch
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instruction can not be scheduled in the same VLIW instruction. Another is
that, after a branch instruction two NOPs are needed. These two examples
do not apply in PRAM mode.

To change from PRAM mode to NUMA mode a special instruction, JOIN,
is used. To go back to PRAM mode SPLIT is used. The compiler detects the
basic blocks that are encapsulated between the JOIN and SPLIT instructions
and marks them to be NUMA basic blocks. If a JOIN or SPLIT instruction
is found inside a basic block, the block is divided into two new ones.

For the case of load with explicit receive (LER), the REPLICA compiler
can in NUMA mode translate a load instruction to a new load instruction
together with a receive instruction. This desired behavior can be specified
with a special compiler flag. It is important to mention that the LER is only
for shared memory while private memory is handled with traditional load
instructions. To distinguish between loading shared and private memory the
compiler recursively analyzes if an address computation uses shared memory
or not inside a NUMA block. Of course, there are rare cases where it is not
possible to do it statically, then it is up to the programmer to manually
adapt the code.

5.6.2 NUMA optimizations
In order to provide decent performance in the NUMA mode there exists a
number of optimizations familiar from all NUMA systems, e.g. synchroniza-
tion minimization, locality maximization, as well as some that are specific to
CESM architectures, e.g. scheduling of receive instructions and overlapping
two or more shared memory loads.

Since synchronizations (e.g. with the barrier algorithm) take a long time
to execute in the NUMA mode compared to a single instruction execution,
performance increases if the computation is reorganized so that the number
of synchronizations is minimized. A typical way to do this is to divide
the data at hand into blocks and process blocks inside processors so that
synchronizations are not used. Unfortunately this is not simple and not even
always possible. For the prefix example described above there exists a way to
do synchronization minimization by blocking although there are a relatively
large number of synchronizations in the unoptimized algorithm. For this we
divide the shared array to P blocks, compute prefix sums of blocks with a
sequential algorithm in P parallel bunches, compute the prefix of the block
sums in the bunch 0 with a sequential algorithm, and offset the blocks with
the obtained prefixes of the blocks with a sequential algorithm executed in
parallel in all bunches (see Figure 5.7).

Locality optimization for the NUMA mode means, in the prefix sums
example, dividing the shared data array source into P private (local) parts
that are processed in the same way. This maximizes the locality since the
most data (except computing the prefix sum of the block sums and distribut-
ing the results of it) is then processed locally and the only place in which
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#define size N
volatile int source [size]; // Allocate from the shared memory
int main()
{ int i, blocksize, start, stop, prev;

numa(
blocksize=size/procs;
start = thread id * thrds;
stop = start + blocksize - 1;
for (i=start; i<=stop; i++) // Initialize blocks in parallel

source [i]=i; // with a sequential algorithm
synchronize;
for (i=start+1; i<=stop; i++) // Determine prefixes of

source [i]+=source [i-1]; // blocks in parallel
synchronize;
if ( thread id==0) // Prefix for block sums sequentially
{ for (i=start+thrds+thrds-1; i<procs*thrds; i+=thrds)

source [i]+=source [i-thrds]; }
synchronize;
prev = start - 1;
if ( prev>=0 ) // Add results of prefix sum
{ for (i=start; i<stop; i++) // of block sums to blocks

source [i]+=source [prev]; }
synchronize;

);
}

Figure 5.7: Synchronization optimized NUMA prefix computation. Adapted
from [43, 44].

shared access is needed is computing prefixes of block sums. The resulting
program is shown in Figure 5.8.

For suitable algorithms executed in LER-enabled CESM it is possible
to schedule the receive instructions so that their distance to corresponding
load instructions is maximized or made long enough for partially hiding
the latencies of loads. The result is even better if two or more loads are
overlapped e.g. with software pipelining. Figure 5.9 shows the main loop of
the block benchmark in the unoptimized case, after applying maximization
of distance between corresponding load and receive instructions, and after
overlapping consecutive shared loads.

For more detailed information on quantitative performance effects given
by these optimizations, see the evaluation in the next section.
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5.7 Evaluation
In order to evaluate the performance, difficulty of programming, and com-
plexity of the hardware and software techniques proposed in Sections 5.4 and
5.5, we applied them to the REPLICA chip multiprocessor (CMP) frame-
work being developed at VTT.

Performance

We measured the execution time of 6 simple benchmarks (see Table 5.1) in
12 configurations of REPLICA making use of the techniques, the standard
ESM (the PRAM mode of REPLICA), CESM (REPLICA making use of
the fastest available mode) and corresponding PRAM assuming idealized
memory system (see Table 5.2). Note that the benchmarks block, prefix and
rand are variable sized (problem size=Ttotal) while barrier, numa and edge
are fixed sized.

Symbol FP-P FB-P LER-P ESM-P CESM-P PRAM-P
#processors Ptotal P P P P P P
#threads Ttotal P P P PTp PTp PTp

#registers/thread Rt R R R R R R
#FUs Ftotal 3 3 3 F F F
FU organization Forg parallel parallel parallel chained chained chained
Memory scheme Mscheme NUMA NUMA NUMA PRAM PRAM- ideal

NUMA PRAM
Network diameter φnet 2P 0.5 2P 0.5 2P 0.5 2P 0.5 2P 0.5 1

Table 5.1: Configurations used in the evaluation (P=number of processors
4 . . . 16 in the evaluation).

Benchmark Description
block Move a block of Ttotal integers in memory.
barrier Synchronize the threads in the current group of threads

(dependent of the mode).
numa Switch the current thread group from the PRAM mode

to NUMA mode and back.
edge Detect edges of an RGB image of 640x30 pixels. For

locality optimization divide the shared array evenly to P
blocks, move them to local memory for processing and
copy the results back to the original array.

prefix Calculate the prefix of Ttotal integers.
rand Calculate the sequence of Ttotal random numbers using

the linear congruential technique.

Table 5.2: Benchmarks

The benchmarks were written in the e language, compiled with the e
compiler ec [32] applying options -ilp, -o2, synchronization minimization
and simulated on our CMP tool IPSMSim [30]. To determine the effect local
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memory versus shared memory the NUMA mode tests were done with and
without locality optimization maximizing the locality of memory references
by using local memory where possible.

The results of measurements are shown in Figures 5.10 – 5.11. From the
results we can make the following observations:

• The LER alternative is the fastest shared memory NUMA technique by
a small margin while FP is by far the slowest. This is because freezing
the whole processor unbalances the timing of the synchronization wave
leading to relatively long delays.

• As expected the PRAM mode is often much faster than the NUMA
mode but in the barrier and strictly sequential rand benchmarks all
NUMA executions are much faster than the PRAM mode. This is be-
cause the ESM can not execute sequential code efficiently and because
the number of threads in the PRAM mode is much higher than in the
NUMA mode.

• CESM can benefit from the NUMA mode but the cost of switching
the machine to the NUMA mode for fast computation and back is
substantial ruling fine-grained NUMA exploitation impractical, see e.g.
results for numa.

• Locality optimizations speed up execution. If there is enough com-
putation per element, like in the edge benchmark, this applies even if
data is originally in the shared memory. In that case data needs to
be divided into local blocks, processed locally and copied back to the
shared memory.

• The LER alternative provides the programmer with an option to over-
lap also load operations speeding up operation significantly compared
to non-overlapped operation. This opens up interesting optimization
possibilities for programmers and compilers. More accurate evaluation
of this is however left to our future work.

In order to figure out the potential performance of the LER-specific soft-
ware pipelining optimizations, we applied them to the block benchmark.
We measured the execution time of the shared memory block in the base-
line configuration (BASE), where no optimization is done but the receive
instruction is placed just after each shared load instruction, after maximiz-
ing the distance between load and receive instructions but not overlapping
two or more loads (MAX-DIST), after overlapping each shared memory load
with the next one and then maximizing the distance between load and cor-
responding receive (OVERLAP-1). For comparison purposes we measured
the execution time of local memory versions of the block benchmark and the
baseline version assuming ideal shared memory. The programs were com-
piled with the REPLICA compiler and the software pipelining optimizations
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(MAX-DIST and OVERLAP-1) were done by hand. The results are shown
in Figure 5.12.

We can do the following observations from these results:

• For this simple but very widely used block copy functionality, maximiz-
ing the distance between load and corresponding receive increases the
performance by 46%-60% and overlapping consecutive loads increases
the performance by 89%-124%.

• Overlapping the consecutive loads drops the execution times very close
to that of the localized algorithm and ideal shared memory emphasiz-
ing the potential of this optimization.

The cost of applying MAX-DIST and OVERLAP-1 techniques was two
and four extra registers, respectively. This indicates that overlapping a high
number of shared memory loads is not possible without special hardware
support.

5.7.1 Code size and programmability
In order to roughly characterize the difficulty of programming, we deter-
mined the size of code of all benchmarks. The results are shown in Figure
5.13. We can make the following observations:

• The size of the code is higher for the NUMA execution than it is for
the PRAM execution. The difference is biggest in applications making
use of frequent exchange of data, e.g. prefix, generating a lot of syn-
chronizations in asynchronous NUMA execution. The synchronization
optimization increases this difference due to application of the blocking
technique.

• Optimizing the code with locality optimization increases the code size
depending on the benchmark and its dependencies.

5.8 Conclusions
We have proposed a number of hardware and software techniques to support
NUMA computing in CESM architectures in a seamless way. The hardware
techniques include different NUMA shared memory access mechanisms and
the software ones provide a way to integrate NUMA computation into the
standard PRAM operation of CESM. According to the evaluation making
use of our REPLICA CMP framework, the proposed solutions can be used
to provide relatively unified programming scheme for the CESM architec-
ture making use of both the PRAM and NUMA modes. As expected the
PRAM mode is faster in most cases but there are a few clear exceptions, e.g.
strictly sequential code in which NUMA performs better. Since the number
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of threads in the NUMA mode is much smaller than in the PRAM mode
the barrier synchronizations in the NUMA mode are much faster. This
does however not mean that the NUMA mode would be typically better for
algorithms requiring tightly synchronous execution since the implied wave
synchronization of the PRAM mode eliminates the most barriers and multi-
threading provides latency hiding that is not available in the NUMA mode.
The code size for the NUMA mode is higher than that for the PRAM mode.
The difference is most substantial for benchmarks making use of frequent
exchange of data between the computational threads. This points out that
while NUMA mode can solve some performance problems, this happens with
the cost of programmability. According to our preliminary tests it appeared
also that the hardware overhead of the FP, FB, and LER techniques is very
small.

Our future work includes extending the current REPLICA language and
compiler tool-chain with all NUMA-related constructs, investigating possi-
ble combined PRAM-NUMA algorithms and optimization possibilities for
NUMA mode execution such as loop unrolling/software pipelining and load
instruction overlapping/scheduling.
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#define size N
volatile int final [size]; // Allocate from the shared memory
volatile int sums [procs]; // Allocate from the shared memory
int main()
{ int i, blocksize, start, stop, prev;

numa(
int source[thrds]; // Allocate from the local memory
int offset;
blocksize=size/procs; // Divide into blocks
start = thread id * thrds;
stop = start + blocksize - 1;
for (i=0; i<blocksize; i++) // Initialize blocks in parallel

source[i]=i+start; // with a sequential algorithm
synchronize;
for (i=1; i<blocksize; i++) // Determine prefixes of blocks

source[i]+=source[i-1]; // with a sequential algorithm
sums [ thread id]=source[blocksize-1];
synchronize;
if ( thread id==0) // Prefix for block

for (i=1; i<procs; i++) // sums sequentially
sums [i]+=sums [i-1]; // in a single processor

synchronize;
if ( thread id>0)
{ offset=sums [ thread id-1];

for (i=1; i<blocksize; i++) // Add results of prefix
source[i]+=offset; } // sum of block sums to blocks

synchronize;
for (i=0; i<blocksize; i++)

final [i+start]=source[i];
);

}

Figure 5.8: Locality and synchronization optimized NUMA prefix computa-
tion. Adapted from [43, 44].
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NON-OPTIMIZED-VERSION
_BB5_2

OP0 _source_ WB8 O0
OP0 2 SHL0 R1,O0 WB7 A0
OP0 _target_ WB9 O0
ADD0 R8,R7 WB8 A0
ADD0 R2,R1 WB1 A0
ADD0 R9,R7 WB7 A0
LD0 R8 WB8 M0
WB8 M0 REC0 R8
ST0 R8,R7
SLT R1,R6
OP0 _BB5_2 BNEZ O0
NOP0
NOP0

DISTANCE-MAXIMIZED-VERSION
; Prefix

OP0 _source_ WB8 O0
OP0 2 SHL0 R1,O0 WB7 A0
OP0 _target_ WB9 O0
ADD0 R8,R7 WB8 A0
ADD0 R2,R1 WB1 A0
ADD0 R9,R7 WB7 A0
LD0 R8 WB10 M0  WB11 R7  ; First load
SLT R1,R6

; Main body
_BB5_2                                  

OP0 _source_ WB8 O0
OP0 2 SHL0 R1,O0 WB7 A0
OP0 _target_ WB9 O0
ADD0 R8,R7 WB8 A0
ADD0 R2,R1 WB1 A0
ADD0 R9,R7 WB7 A0
WB10 M0 REC0 R10  ; From the previous iteration
ST0 R10,R11       ; From the previous iteration
LD0 R8 WB10 M0  WB11 R7
SLT R1,R6
OP0 _BB5_2 BNEZ O0
NOP0
NOP0

; Postfix
WB10 M0 REC0 R10     ; Final recive
ST0 R10,R11           ; Final store

OVERLAPPED-VERSION
; Prefix 1

OP0 _source_ WB8 O0
OP0 2 SHL0 R1,O0 WB7 A0
OP0 _target_ WB9 O0
ADD0 R8,R7 WB8 A0
ADD0 R2,R1 WB1 A0
ADD0 R9,R7 WB7 A0
LD0 R8 WB10 M0  WB11 R7     ; First load odd
SLT R1,R6

; Prefix 2
OP0 _source_ WB8 O0
OP0 2 SHL0 R1,O0 WB7 A0
OP0 _target_ WB9 O0
ADD0 R8,R7 WB8 A0
ADD0 R2,R1 WB1 A0
ADD0 R9,R7 WB7 A0   WB12  R10  WB13  R11
LD0 R8 WB10 M0       WB11 R7 ; First load even
SLT R1,R6

; Main body
_BB5_2

OP0 _source_ WB8 O0
OP0 2 SHL0 R1,O0 WB7 A0
OP0 _target_ WB9 O0
ADD0 R8,R7 WB8 A0
ADD0 R2,R1 WB1 A0
ADD0 R9,R7 WB7 A0
WB12 M0 REC0 R12        ; From the previous iteration
ST0 R12,R13 WB12 R10 WB13 R11 ; From the previous iteration
LD0 R8 WB10 M0  WB11 R7
SLT R1,R6
OP0 _BB5_2 BNEZ O0
NOP0
NOP0

; Postfix 1
WB12 M0 REC0 R12     ; Final receive odd
ST0 R12,R13           ; Final store odd

; Postfix 2
WB10 M0 REC0 R10     ; Final receive even
ST0 R10,R11           ; Final store even

Figure 5.9: The main loop of the block benchmark without optimizations,
after maximizing distance between receives and corresponding loads, and
after overlapping consecutive loads. Adapted from [43, 44].
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Figure 5.9: The main loop of the block benchmark without optimizations,
after maximizing distance between receives and corresponding loads, and
after overlapping consecutive loads. Adapted from [43, 44].
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Chapter 6

Automated mode selection

This chapter is based on our publications [53] and [52].

6.1 Introduction to execution mode selection
In the multicore era we do not only face the problems that parallel program-
ming brings; modern architectures and hardware platforms also expose the
advantages and problems of managing heterogeneity. Today’s computer sys-
tems usually have multicore processor chips and dedicated accelerators such
as GPUs. To utilize these systems efficiently, boils down to selecting where
and how to run a program. How to achieve high performance for real appli-
cations ist not straight forward, and predicting performance is even harder
since aspects such as data locality and movement has to be considered.

If we already have transfered data to the accelerator, it might be ben-
eficial to continue executing the next sub-task(s) on the accelerator even
though it had not been worth switching just because of the sub-task, when
data transfer time is considered. This leads to a global optimisation prob-
lem.

In this study we use the VLIW massively hardware multithreaded emu-
lated shared memory (ESM) architecture REPLICA. Recall that each core
has 512 hardware threads and the processor pipeline is designed so that the
high number of threads effectively can hide the latency of accessing the em-
ulated shared memory. Since it realizes the PRAM (parallel random access
machine) model [58] it is very convenient to program. To get full perfor-
mance an ESM needs programs with large enough thread level parallelism
(TLP). To solve the problem with low TLP REPLICA can be reconfigured
at run time so that the time slot of several hardware threads are bunched
together and access on-chip memory modules in NUMA mode such that
the PRAM emulation is switched off and the overhead from plain ESM is
removed [38, 41]. Switching between PRAM and NUMA mode take only a
moderate number of clock cycles as overhead.
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For the programmer, NUMA mode means that there are fewer threads
and the memory latency becomes ”visible” and has to be taken care of
manually to utilize the hardware fully. The main reason for having NUMA
mode is to be able to run sequential legacy programs and programs with
low thread level parallelism faster since they do not suit PRAM mode very
well, Section 5. To switch to NUMA mode the programmer can join all the
threads on a core at runtime, so each core becomes single threaded, and can
execute faster.

It is not always obvious which parallel programs will run faster in NUMA
mode, one reason is that hashing of memory adresses is not exposed to
the programmer. To tackle this we use state-of-the-art machine learning
methods.

A software component represents a particular software functionality which
can have one or several implementation variants that are considered equiva-
lent concerning their input and output [15]. Even though different variants
produce the same output from the same input their (runtime) behavior
might differ a lot, depending both on algorithmic implementations and the
hardware executing the actual implementation variant.

We have in Section 5, introduced REPLICAs PRAM-NUMA program-
ming model and given som basic examples and evaluations. We have also
earlier done a preliminary evaluation of REPLICA PRAM capabilities see
Section 4, where one conclusion was that PRAM mode is very good for irreg-
ular memory access and control flow problems in contrast to commercially
available state-of-the-art CPUs and GPUs. However, as stated in Section 4
REPLICA PRAM mode was in several cases outperformed by cache based
CPUs and GPUs when it comes to regular memory accesses and control
computations.

The main goal of this chapter is to define an initial model that predicts
when to use NUMA mode and when to use PRAM mode in terms of per-
formance. We also try to tackle the problem of global software composition
for REPLICAs two runtime modes in the general setting of multiple regions
(computations and switching points). We want to both derive lightweight
cost prediction functions and that the optimization problem for global com-
position should be easy and fast to solve. We show that our cost models
can be expressed compactly with a few arithmetic operations, and that our
optimization problem can be solved with low runtime overhead using well
known shortest path algorithms.

Since PRAM mode already is very fast for irregular problems but possible
suboptimal for regular, see Section 4 , we here focus on regular data parallel
problems namely, generic stencil computations. In Section 5 we also showed
that locality and latency optimizations could be beneficial in NUMA mode,
these optimizations suite of course regular problems well.

A secondary goal of this part is to take two popular state-of-the-art
machine learning tools, one based on decision trees and one on symbolic
regression, to see if they can be used for modeling this kind of performance
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Mode Cores Threads
per
core

Pre
mem-
ory
ALU

MU Post
Mem-
ory
ALU

Compare
unit

Chained
FU

PRAM 4 512 1 1 0 1 Yes
NUMA 4 1 1 1 0 1 No

Table 6.1: Configurations used in this chapter.

optimization problems of hetrogenous architectures. For both methods we
use the same training and evaluation data sets.

As mentioned before, the main motivation for NUMA mode is to be able
to run sequential legacy programs and programs with low thread level par-
allelism faster than in PRAM mode. To switch to NUMA mode REPLICA
has a specific assembly instruction JOIN that joins all threads in a thread
group to a NUMA bunch. To switch back to PRAM mode we use the SPLIT
instruction. In our C based REPLICA baseline language, see 5 or [43], we
have a construct numa(s) that switches the processor to NUMA mode, ex-
ecutes the statement s, and switches back to PRAM mode. The construct
also orchestrates setting up the stack pointers, thread ids etc. and restores
them. The overhead of switching to NUMA and back is around 16000 clock
cycles [43]. When the processor runs in NUMA mode, no chaining of func-
tional units is possible, the number of functional units is fixed to the ones
given in Table 6.1 even though it can have more in PRAM mode. This is
taken care of by the compiler, see Section 5.6.1. Programming for NUMA
mode is like programming for traditional NUMA multicore processor with
global shared memory and private local memory.

We have selected a configuration (number of ALUs and MUs) in PRAM
mode that looks most similar to the fixed one in NUMA mode, to be able to
highlight the differences that comes from NUMA mode itself and not from
having a fat PRAM. See Table 6.1 for the specific processor configurations.

In Section 5 we gave three paradigms for accessing shared memory in
NUMA mode. In the following we only use LER:

• Load with explicit receive (LER): After an asynchronous shared load,
an explicit receive instruction REC0 need to be issued; in between,
other instructions can execute.

If a REC0 is issued directly after a load the bunch will freeze until data has
arrived just like in the case of ”freeze bunch”. It is important to note that
loading from shared memory with the LER paradigm occupies the memory
unit twice, once for the load instruction (LD0) and once for the receive
(REC0). With LER the result of the load will be stored in a register and
used as an input to the receive. The used register will be kept alive until
the receive is done. If we are short of the registers the compiler will insert
spill code to local memory (stack) wich can reduce performance and it might
have ben better to ”freeze” the bunch instead. For this study we still only
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focus on LER, since it gives more opportunities for optimizations.

6.2 Parameterized Benchmark
In section 4 we have shown that PRAM mode suits programs with irregular
memory access and control flow very well, while regular problems do not
benefit from PRAM mode. In that study we only focused on PRAM mode,
still our experience is that in order to be able to make (any) practical use of
NUMA the problems needs to be very regular in terms of memory accesses
and control flow. We need to reduce loads and stores from shared memory,
but also reading and writing to local memory is considered expensive in
NUMA mode.

To explore when NUMA mode can be beneficial we introduce a param-
eterized benchmark that is very regular. It can be considered a stencil
operation. Compared to other regular algorithms, such as vector and ma-
trix operations, stencil operations are more generic especially regarding how
much computation there is per data element. We apply register pipelin-
ing [20] in order to load each element once (recall that REPLICA has no
caches), and obtain a typical software pipeline code structure consisting
of prologue (filling the pipeline), computational kernel (steady state) and
epilogue (draining the pipeline). We have the following parameters:

• N : Problem size (number of array elements to update)

• P : Prologue size

• C: Number of instructions for local computations with no memory
access

• LLS: Number of local loads and stores.

P models how many times we run the prologue, e.g. the prefetching
of data in shared memory that we have to do before the kernel can start
executing. The computational kernel loop run for N iterations, once for
each data element. Inside the kernel we do LLS local loads and stores.
Our experience shows that in order to be able to get any performance out
of NUMA mode we can only access a shared memory data element once,
otherwise the performance is ruined. If we need the same data again, we
must keep it locally (in local memory but registers are preferred). The C
parameter resembles the distance between the load and the receive (REC0
instruction), and can be seen as how much local (register based) computation
we need to do, to hide the latency of the shared memory access.

Optimizations done for NUMA, such as register pipelining [20] to avoid
memory accesses (both shared and local) are in our experience often also
useful in PRAM mode. To make a fair comparison between NUMA and
PRAM mode we run the exactly same program with the same optimizations
(locality, registers etc) for both NUMA and PRAM. The only difference is
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Figure 6.1: Distribution of N (size), P (prologue size) and LLS (local loads
and stores) parameters in the evaluation set SE . LLS is shown in grayscale.
Adopted from [53].

that we, of course, switch to NUMA and the back-end compiler compiles
NUMA code to fit the NUMA pipeline (no chained FU). In NUMA mode
we also access shared memory using the LER concept (loads with explicit
receive instruction). In PRAM mode we also divide the work over all the
available HW threads, e.g. 4 × 512. In NUMA mode we have joined all
the threads per core, so we only have 4 cores (threads) to divide the work
among.

6.3 Machine learning models
Using a random number generator (with lower and upper limits on each
parameter) we generated different training set and evaluation sets. The
parameter space is well covered, see the distribution of the parameters for
the evaluation set SE in Figure 6.1. We generated programs in REPLICA
baseline language (an extended version of C), compiled them and run them
on the cycle accurate REPLICA simulator.

Initially we started with two training sets, S1 and S2 and their union S3,
where |S3| = 45 and |S1| ≈ |S2|. S1 and S2 are disjoint.

Using S3 we derive formulas for both NUMA and PRAM execution times
using the Eureqa Pro framework [84, 83]. We assume that the execution
time, tn, for NUMA is tn = fn(N,C, P, LLS). and tp for PRAM in a similar
way. Since we want to make a predictor for when to switch to NUMA mode
it is natural to use the speedup, eg. only switch to NUMA if we get speedup
larger than one, e.g. tp

tn
> 1.

For C5.0 [80] we tried S1, S2 and S3 as training sets, however the results
were not good enough so we decided to increase the size of the training data.
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The new sets S′1, S′2 and S′3 = S′1 ∪ S′2 contains the old sets in the following
way: S1 ⊂ S′1, S2 ⊂ S′2 where S3 ⊂ S′3, |S′3| = 98 and |S′1| ≈ |S′2|

For evaluation we use the set SE , it is shown in Table 6.6. It is inde-
pendent from the training sets and |SE | = 20 1. Figure 6.1 depicts SEs
distribution of the parameters N (size), P (prologue) and LLS (local loads
and stores) where LSS is shown with grayscale. Since C5.0 did not use the
C parameter we do not show its distribution in the picture.

6.3.1 Eureqa Pro
A first model using S3

With S3 we got the following execution time models.
NUMA: tn = an ∗P +bn ∗N+cn ∗N ∗C+dn ∗LLS2, where an = 0, bn =

9.65313889909994, cn = 0.224715696133425 and dn = 23005.0142108128.
PRAM: tp = ap ∗ P + bp ∗ N + cp ∗ N ∗ C + dp ∗ LLS2 where ap =

3561.80442755642, bp = 5.91351736227114, cp = 0.232529731521942 and
dp = 8662.82648471137.

As stated earlier we use the estimated speedup larger than one, tp

tn
> 1,

as a predictor. The generated expressions for the execution time, are quite
similar for PRAM and NUMA, one interesting detail is that the P (prologue)
is not used for NUMA and that cn ≈ cp.

An updated model using S′3

When we double the training set size, adding more training cases, using S′3,
we get different formulas for estimating the PRAM and NUMA execution
times.

NUMA: tn = an∗LLS+bn∗N+cn∗N ∗LLS ∗
√
N+dn∗S ∗LLS2 where

an = 44201.802640319, bn = 8.01445073789093, cn = 0.0765782960682957
and dn = −0.000128963606572698.
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Note that the coefficient for S ∗ LLS is 1.

Binary model using S′3

Deriving the execution times as functions of N , P , C and LLS seems un-
stable for Eureqa Pro, i.e. very depending on the specific training sets (see
Table 6.4). However, we are only interested in relative performance. To
handle this we introduced a binary model using Eureqa Pro and S′3. It gives
1 as result if NUMA should be used and 0 for PRAM:

NUMA = P > 0.000905177867360653 ∗N + 0.055818680067241 ∗ P ∗ LLS (6.1)

1Due to large simulation times, a significantly larger number of training and evaluation
samples was not feasible.
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6.3.2 C5.0 decision trees
Running C5.0 on S′1 we get the following decision tree:

LLS > 8: PRAM
LLS<= 8:
:...P > 400: NUMA

P <= 400:
:...N <= 174851: NUMA

N > 174851: PRAM

Running C5.0 on S′2 we get the following decision tree:

LLS > 15: PRAM
LLS <= 15:
:...N <= 177417: NUMA

N > 177417:
:...P <= 643: PRAM

P > 643: NUMA

Running C5.0 on S′3 we get the following decision tree:

LLS > 8: PRAM
LLS <= 8:
:...N <= 210765: NUMA

N > 210765:
:...P <= 500: PRAM

P > 500: NUMA

Note that no C5.0 model uses the C parameter and all the generated
predictors are quite similar to each other.

6.4 Global optimization model
Consider a program that consists of K consecutive regions, R1, R2, ..., RK as
shown in Figure 6.2. Each region may contain parallelism, and we separate
any two subsequent parallel regions from each other by having a (global)
barrier synchronization in between. This is a natural way to program the
REPLICA architecture; in PRAM mode each thread participates to in doing
some computation. In the general case the work may be unbalanced across
the PRAM threads, and hence we might need barrier synchronization at
region exit to restore the lock-step synchronous thread execution with strict
shared memory consistency across the entire chip. One region maps to a
particular component which can have one or several implementation vari-
ants. Each region can potentially either execute in PRAM or NUMA mode,
depending on existing implementations.

Since each region can (potentially) execute in either NUMA or PRAM
mode, we model the possible combinations as a directed acyclic graph (DAG),
which we call a selection DAG. In the selection DAG, nodes (Pk, Nk) rep-
resent different implementation variants which correspond to regions (Rk)
executed in the different modes (PRAM, NUMA), and edges correspond to
control flow transitions (sequencing). See Figure 6.3 for the selection DAG
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R1 R2 R3 R4 EndStart

Figure 6.2: Example of regions. Adopted from [52].

for a program with four regions in sequence. In this case there exists ex-
actly one PRAM and one NUMA implementation per region. The edges
are shown in Figure 6.3. An edge can only exist between a node in region
Rk and its direct successor nodes in region Rk+1 which can be either a
PRAM node or a NUMA node. We have the following edges with weights:
PRAM-to-PRAM wPkPk+1 , NUMA-to-NUMA wNkNk+1 , PRAM-to-NUMA
wPkNk+1 , and NUMA-to-PRAM wNkPk+1 , for all k = 1, ..,K−1. In our case
with the REPLICA architecture the switching cost from PRAM to NUMA
is fixed and denoted S, and also the cost of switching back from NUMA to
PRAM is fixed and denoted B. Of course we always have the costs to exe-
cute the region. This means that, wPkPk+1 = c(Pk+1), wNkNk+1 = c(Nk+1),
wPkNk+1 = c(Nk+1) + S and wNkPk+1 = c(Pk+1) +B. See Figure 6.3 for an
example.

Using the largest training set (which contains 98 cases, e.i S′3) from sec-
tion 6 we obtained from Eureqa pro the following predictors for the execution
time (in clock cycles)2:

tP RAM = 3533P + 13P ∗ LLS + 3N ∗ LLS +
72449C + 3N − 568831

LLS
(6.2)

tNUMA = 186037LLS + 5N ∗ LLS +
107467C

LLS
− 1755527− 3N (6.3)

Using the above cost models and measurements for deriving the constant
switching costs back and forth, we can for a specific problem assign costs
on the DAG edges. Since we focus on execution time we want to find the
shortest possible execution path from the start node to the end node, this
is a well known problem and we use Dijkstras famous algorithm to solve it
at runtime [19]. The result is a mode assignment for all regions including
with an overall linear asymptotic runtime overhead.

6.5 Evaluation and comparison of Eureqa Pro
and C5.0 models for mode selection

Table 6.3 shows the mode selection results of evaluating the Eureqa Pro
models based on S3 and S′3 compared to actual results from test runs in the
simulator. It might be interesting to note that the average speedup error is
15.1% for S3 while it is 37.5% for the model based on S′3.

2Compared to the predictors obtained in section 6.3.1 we have here constrained Eureqa
to used integers constants only.
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Figure 6.3: Selection DAG representing that each region can execute in
either PRAM or NUMA mode. Adopted from [52].

Table 6.4 shows the predicted mode for all cases in SE for the models
based on S′1, S′2,S′3 and S3. The columns are sorted by the number of
misclassifications and also show the average real speedup gained when using
the corresponding predictors.

Case N C P LLS
1 307200 104 300 4
2 153600 12 150 24
3 307300 16 500 8
4 38400 12 1000 8
5 38400 24 1000 16
6 222401 16 765 8
7 62709 72 59 1
8 286382 16 3475 92
9 78714 56 2034 44

10 32431 88 966 4

Case N C P LLS
11 202099 56 273 4
12 240096 56 841 4
13 131407 40 2463 8
14 277705 96 2720 44
15 55311 56 999 1
16 12155 88 212 8
17 203909 48 362 1
18 262394 80 1437 32
19 49693 80 1467 24
20 94664 0 1871 1

Table 6.2: The set of test cases, SE , for evaluation and comparison.

For our problem and training sets Eureqa Pro using our first execution
time based models seems to be some what unstable; it produces both their
best and worst predictor depending on the training set, see Table 6.4. Eureqa
Pro gives the best predictor with a smaller training set S3 than the larger
S′3. With our binary Eureqa Pro predictor based on set S′3 we get only one
misclassification, it seems as good as C5.0 for the same set. All predictors are
very simple and can be implemented with a few instructions so the overhead
of invoking them at runtime is very low.

All predictors give on average a speedup between 1.91 and 2.23. This
is not a ”magical range”, it comes from the evaluation set SE . In most
cases misclassifications do not ”hurt” so much since they are border cases
and running in ”wrong” mode will only affect performance marginally. If we
remove the three worst predictors in terms of misclassifications and use the
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Case Real
speedup

Eureqa S3
speedup

Eureqa S3
speedup
error %

Eureqa S′3
speedup

Eureqa S′3
speedup
error %

1 0.98 0.99 1.5 1.83 86.6
2 0.42 0.45 7.3 0.17 60.4
3 0.98 0.96 3.0 0.66 33.2
4 5.45 2.29 58.1 1.33 75.7
5 0.84 0.96 14.7 0.95 13.0
6 1.26 1.23 2.3 0.42 66.9
7 0.99 1.00 1.2 1.25 26.8
8 0.41 0.45 7.7 0.61 46.4
9 0.56 0.55 2.2 0.52 7.3

10 3.79 3.35 11.5 2.69 28.9
11 1.02 1.02 0.1 0.60 40.8
12 1.31 1.35 2.5 0.93 29.5
13 3.03 2.89 4.6 0.98 67.6
14 0.47 0.64 37.8 0.70 49.7
15 3.92 3.68 6.1 3.68 6.1
16 2.04 0.89 56.3 1.74 14.8
17 1.19 1.14 4.5 1.19 0.0
18 0.46 0.66 45.1 0.51 12.1
19 0.77 0.78 2.1 0.85 10.5
20 11.60 7.72 33.5 3.12 73.1

Table 6.3: Real speedup from simulator, estimated speedup for Eureqa Pro
using S′3 and S3 and the speedup error in % compared to the real speedup.
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Case Correct Eureqa S′3 C5.0 S′2 C5.0 S′1 Eureqa S3 C5.0 S′3 Eureqa bin S′3
1 PRAM NUMA PRAM PRAM PRAM PRAM PRAM
2 PRAM PRAM PRAM PRAM PRAM PRAM PRAM
3 PRAM PRAM NUMA PRAM PRAM PRAM PRAM
4 NUMA NUMA NUMA NUMA NUMA NUMA NUMA
5 PRAM PRAM PRAM PRAM PRAM PRAM NUMA
6 NUMA PRAM NUMA NUMA NUMA NUMA NUMA
7 PRAM NUMA NUMA NUMA PRAM NUMA PRAM
8 PRAM PRAM PRAM PRAM PRAM PRAM PRAM
9 PRAM PRAM PRAM PRAM PRAM PRAM PRAM
10 NUMA NUMA NUMA NUMA NUMA NUMA NUMA
11 NUMA NUMA PRAM PRAM NUMA NUMA NUMA
12 NUMA NUMA NUMA NUMA NUMA NUMA NUMA
13 NUMA NUMA NUMA NUMA NUMA NUMA NUMA
14 PRAM NUMA PRAM PRAM PRAM PRAM PRAM
15 NUMA PRAM NUMA NUMA NUMA NUMA NUMA
16 NUMA PRAM NUMA NUMA PRAM NUMA NUMA
17 NUMA NUMA PRAM PRAM NUMA NUMA NUMA
18 PRAM PRAM PRAM PRAM PRAM PRAM PRAM
19 PRAM PRAM PRAM PRAM PRAM PRAM PRAM
20 NUMA NUMA NUMA NUMA NUMA NUMA NUMA

Misclassifications 6/20 4/20 3/20 1/20 1/20 1/20
Average real speedup 1.92 2.21 2.21 2.01 2.23 2.22

Table 6.4: Evaluation result using SE . Misclassifications are marked in
boldface. Average speedup for all 20 cases using the corresponding predictor.

Evaluation N C P LLS Correct Eureqa S′3 C5.0 S′2 C5.0 S′1 Eureqa S3 C5.0 S′3 Eureqa bin S′3
1 307200 60 8 1 PRAM NUMA PRAM PRAM PRAM PRAM PRAM
2 307200 80 8 1 PRAM NUMA PRAM PRAM PRAM PRAM PRAM

Table 6.5: Parameters and evaluation results using a 1D average computa-
tion example. Misclassifications are marked in boldface.
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remaining predictors together with a majority voting algorithm we would
eliminate all misclassifications and get an average speedup of 2.23. In Ta-
ble 6.4 the speedup for C5.0 on S′3 is also 2.23, even though it makes one
misclassification, as this misclassification only changes the average speedup
with 0.03% which can be explained by that there the PRAM and NUMA
execution times are very similar. We also evaluated our different models on
two different parallel 1D-average computations, the parameters and results
are shown in Table 6.5. The only predictor that misclassifies is Eureqa on
S′3.

6.6 Evaluation and results for optimized global
composition

We use the same evaluation set as in previous section, see Table 6.6, from
where we randomly pick different components. As a hardware implemen-
tation of a REPLICA version with NUMA mode is not available yet, the
evaluation is done using our REPLICA cycle-accurate simulator, which how-
ever constrains the feasible evaluation set size and number of regions due
to long simulation times. We used our REPLICA compiler with NUMA
support that was introduced in section 5.6.1 (or in [43]). We evaluate com-
position for sequence of three and four regions, see Figures 6.4 and 6.5. For
both cases we do twenty tests each where we randomly pick three respec-
tively four components from our set of twenty components. Twenty tests can
be considered very few compared to the amount of possible combinations.
However, we are constrained by the simulation time.

In the case of composing for sequences of three regions, see Figure 6.4,
we get a speedup between 0.84 and 2.9 compared to running in PRAM mode
only. These speedup figures include the overhead of running the predictor,
calculating the shortest path and switching to the selected execution mode
where it is necessary. The average speedup (including overhead) for all tests
in Figure 6.4 is 1.4. It is important to notice that in the cases where we get
a speedup of 0.98 and 0.99 (i.e., slight slowdowns) are when it is optimal to
stay in PRAM mode all the time and the slowdowns come from the overhead
costs.

In the case of four regions, see Figure 4, we use the exactly same pre-
dictors as for three, i.e. Equations (6.2) and (6.3). When evaluating com-
position of four components we get speedups between 0.60 and 2.23 when
including overhead, and average speedup including overhead is 1.17, see Fig-
ure 6.4. We only get speedup gains (including overhead) in thirteen out of
twenty cases when combining four components. One reason might be that
the more components we add the more unstable becomes the total execu-
tion time of the whole path, especially since the algorithm tries to find the
cheapest/shortest way. Another reason might be that we were ”unlucky”
when randomly selecting components from the evaluation set. Both for the
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Component N C P LLS
1 307200 104 300 4
2 153600 12 150 24
3 307300 16 500 8
4 38400 12 1000 8
5 38400 24 1000 16
6 222401 16 765 8
7 62709 72 59 1
8 286382 16 3475 92
9 78714 56 2034 44

10 32431 88 966 4
11 202099 56 273 4
12 240096 56 841 4
13 131407 40 2463 8
14 277705 96 2720 44
15 55311 56 999 1
16 12155 88 212 8
17 203909 48 362 1
18 262394 80 1437 32
19 49693 80 1467 24
20 94664 0 1871 1

Table 6.6: The set of synthetic components, SE , for evaluation and compar-
ison.

case of three and four components the overhead is almost constant.

6.7 Optimizing mode selection for loops
Assume we have a loop with K iterations whose body can execute in PRAM
and NUMA mode just as in the case of REPLICA. In Figure 6.6 we show
the loop unrolled and that it is possible to enter and exit the body in P
(PRAM) and N (NUMA) mode. In the figure we do not show which mode
we start in.

The body of the loop is modeled as a black box component having two
input modes and two output modes. Each combination of input and output
modes represent an implementation variant of the component, where we
enter and exit in specific modes. The inputs and the outputs are connected
using edges which are assigned edge costs. The edge costs represent the
execution time of the component variant. Since we treat the component as
a black box we cannot know if there are internal mode switches. However,
this is not a problem since we only care about the cheapest path cost going
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Figure 6.6: Example of a (unrolled) loop which can execute in two possible
modes (P and N).
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Figure 6.6: Example of a (unrolled) loop which can execute in two possible
modes (P and N).
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to and from the available modes. In the example in Figure 6.6, we have the
following possible cheapest path costs:

• CP P : we enter in PRAM mode and exit in PRAM mode.

• CNN : we enter in NUMA mode and exit in NUMA mode.

• CP N : we enter in PRAM mode and exit in NUMA mode.

• CNP : we enter in PRAM mode and exit in NUMA mode.

We also have the switching costs:

• S the cost to switch to N from P .

• B the cost to switch to P from N (back).

Naturally, there is zero cost to stay in the current mode which is also
shown in Figure 6.6.

In Figure 6.6 Nj and Pj represent the minimal execution cost for ending
up in mode N or P respectively when executing j iterations, i.e. the shortest
path given the initial start values.

Recall Dijkstras algorithm for finding the shortest path between two
nodes in a graph [19]. Here we have a special case of graph where we only
go ”forward” and either remain in the same execution mode or we switch.
Applying Dijkstras algorithm [19] on this regular case leads to the following
recurrence relations:

Pj = min(CP P +min(Pj−1, Nj−1+B), CNP +min(Nj−1, Pj−1+S)), 1 ≤ j ≤ K
(6.4)

Nj = min(CNN +min(Nj−1, Pj−1+S), CP N +min(Pj−1, Nj−1+B)), 1 ≤ j ≤ K
(6.5)

Final solution for K iterations: min(NK , PK) (6.6)

Case when starting in mode P:
N0 = S

P0 = 0
(6.7)

Case when starting in mode N:
N0 = 0
P0 = B

(6.8)
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Equation 6.6 gives the final solution, e.g the cheapest cost for executing
the loop K times3.

Equation 6.7 gives the initial starting mode and here we explicitly state
that we start in mode P since there is only a switching cost if we go to mode
N. If we do not care which mode we start in and are only interested in the
shortest execution time of the loop we set N0 = P0 = 0.

One interesting observation is that the number of modes reflects the
(maximal) unrolling factor of the loop that is needed for the optimal steady
state4. This means that we at most need to unroll the loop two times (in the
case of two modes) to come back to the same state. The main motivation
can bee seen in Equations 6.4 and 6.5. In each step (for Nj and Pj) we have
two options where we (according to the algorithm) always take the minimal
one. In the next step (for Nj+1 and Pj+1) we do the same and since the
previous step made an optimal decision we will either make a new selection
or the same. However, in step j + 2 we will either make the same decision
as in step j or j + 1 due to that the decisions are already optimal and we
in this step have the exact same options to choose from. This leads to a
fixed set of possible solutions. A similar argumentation can be done for any
number of modes.

Our observation is very useful in practice since we do not need to fully
unroll the loop and run Dijkstras algorithm to find the optimal execution
path. Instead, we only need to unroll it M (number of mode) times and
find the optimal solution for this unrolled loop body. Of course this requires
much less computations than the fully unrolled loop if K is (much) larger
than the number of modes.

For two modes the possible minimal solutions for min(NK , PK) can be
described as two dimensional patterns: chain (unroll factor one) see Figure
6.7, saw (unroll factor one) see Figure 6.8. Finally we have zigzag (unroll
factor two) see Figure 6.9. If we only care about steady state and do not
care about if we start in mode P or N we have the following costs when the
steady state is executed K ′ times:

• N-chain: K ′ ∗ CNN

• P-chain: K ′ ∗ CP P

• NP-zigzag: K′

2 CNP + K′

2 CP N

• PN-zigzag: K′

2 CP N + K′

2 CNP

• PN-saw: K ′ ∗ CP N +B ∗ (K ′ − 1)

• NP-saw: K ′ ∗ CNP + S ∗ (K ′ − 1)
3Note that here we do not care which mode (P or N) we exit the loop in.
4Here steady state denotes the case where we enter in the same mode as we exit

and is recurring. To enter the steady state we might need a some prologue iterations,
analogously we might need an epilogue
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Figure 6.7: Example of N-chain and P-chain patterns.

Figure 6.8: Example of PN-saw and NP-saw patterns.

Depending on the edge costs (CNN , CP P , CP N , CNP , S and B) the differ-
ent solutions will occur. For simplicity we assume that K ′ is even. However,
the solutions when K ′ is odd will be similar. Using the same argumenta-
tion as in the case of deriving the maximal unrolling factor we know that
K
2 − 2 ≤ K ′ ≤ K: If the maximal unroll factor (2) is needed we need to

execute the new loop K
2 times. We can also come in a case where we need

to take the first iteration of the loop into the prologue and the last iteration
into the epilogue, hence we need to subtract two iterations. If we do not
need to unroll the loop at all and no prologue and epilogue is needed then
K ′ = K.

6.8 Possible extension towards structural com-
position

As we now have a way to handle the execution costs of loops we can wrap a
loop in a component. A full loop itself can have two input modes and two
output modes, just like a general component. Using the method described

Figure 6.9: Example of PN-zigzag and NP-zigzag patterns. Note that they
basically are the same but have different starting modes.
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in the previous section we can decide the minimal CNN , CP P , CNP and
CP N for the entire loop using the patterns (chain, saw and zigzag variants)
together with their prologues and epilogues.

For a given program we can use a so-called region tree to show how com-
binations of components, sequences, loops over components, nested loops of
components etc. relate. An example region tree of a function is shown in
Figure 6.10.

In Figure 6.10 S represents the start node (start of the current function)5

and E the end of the program. L represents a loop-header and B a normal
base level component. We call components in region tree for R-components
to distinguish them from components (regions) in the compiler IR (AST).
Between each two nodes there are two edges, each representing control flow
with the execution modes (P and N). C is the computation, to be performed
at run time, to calculate the possible shortest execution time of the function.
As soon as we know all parameters at the entry of C to calculate the shortest
execution time. The computation of the shortest path in Section 6.4 is
actually the C computation in that case, even though we there only have a
sequence of components. There we store, in an array, for each component
(region) which mode it should be executed in. The computation done in C
can be considered overhead, however the computation cost should also be
part of the total execution time. In the general case we need a dispatch
table to store the solution information. The table should contain which
component variant should be invoked for each component call. Before each
B and L is executed a lookup in the dispatch table is done to check in which
mode to execute in. Doing this lookup is also considered overhead.

If we use our technique of unrolling the loop M times from the previous
section instead of unrolling the loop fully, we do not need to have an entry
for each loop iteration in the table; only for the prologue, steady state and
epilogue. In the simplest form, the actual transformation of the loop into
prologue-steady-state-epilogue form can be done at compile time. The size
of the dispatch table will be linear in the number of R-components, since
the unroll factor is a constant, M , (in REPLICAs case M = 2) and the
prologue and epilog are also constant per loop. The dispatch table size also
depends on M l where l is the maximal nesting depth of the loops and also
is a constant. The size of the table will be O(nM l) where n is the number
of R-components.

Instead of unrolling the loop into prologue, steady-state and epilogue
in the code we can achieve the same effect by doing the unrolling in the
dispatch table. An advantage is that code size will not grow as in the case
of code unrolling. To support unrolling of loops in the dispatch table, the
table can be implemented as a tree, representing the region tree. In this
case the dispatch table size will also be O(nM l) where l is the depth of the
tree. Hence, from the point of dispatch table size and code size there is no
gain by unrolling the code itself.

5REPLICA always boots up in PRAM mode.
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Figure 6.10: Example of a region tree of a function.

We have in this section given some proposal how we can calculate the
shortest path for a sequence of components, including nested loops over
components, and achieve optimized structural composition at runtime. An
implementation is subject to future work.

6.9 Related work
Software composition is wide research area, for example it ranges from how
to compose web services concerning quality of service (QoS) [73] to speedup
scientific computations on GPU-based systems [14]. The problem of select-
ing the best runtime mode for REPLICA is very related to the implemen-
tation selection problem for heterogenous systems such as CPU-GPU based
systems; in both REPLICA and CPU-GPU case there are overhead costs of
switching and data transfers costs. Similarities such as small local memory
also exist.

The parallel programming language framework PetaBricks [6] uses auto-
tuning that effectively explores the search space to select from multiple user
provided implementations the best one, depending on problem parameters
[6]. Their compiler can generate OpenCL code that can execute on GPUs
[79].

SkePU is a C++ skeleton programming library mainly for mapreduce
problems with back-ends for both CPU and GPUS. It supports implemen-
tation selection using machine learning methods to adopt skeletons to a
given platform [22].

One example where C5.0 has been used for performance optimization of
heterogeneous systems is [70], they use it to prune the search space when
doing off-line tuning of component composition.

Danylenko et al. compared different machine learning approches for
context-aware composition in [12]. They consider decision tress, decision
diagrams, naive bayes and suport vector machine classifiers. They evaluate
their results on three different multicore machines.

In [48] Grewe and O’Boyle show how to select optimized mappings of
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Danylenko et al. compared different machine learning approches for
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diagrams, naive bayes and suport vector machine classifiers. They evaluate
their results on three different multicore machines.

In [48] Grewe and O’Boyle show how to select optimized mappings of
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OpenCL tasks on a heterogeneous CPU-GPU system to get good load bal-
ancing. They base their training on the support vector machine (SVM)
model, and is based on static features (number of floating point operations
etc) just like we do. However hybrid execution is not possible on REPLICA
as the same hardware is used by both PRAM and NUMA mode.

Elastic computing is a framework that supports heterogenous computing,
such multicore CPUs combined with FPGA accelerators. It separates func-
tionality and implementations using elastic functions which can be executed
with different parameters (input size etc) on different target architectures
[97]. They use linear regression based to predict execution time based input
size and other metrics captured by the specific performance model for each
component.

Dastgeer et. al have developed the PEPPHER composition tool which
can be used to compose components for heterogeneous CPU and multi-GPU
systems in a performance aware way [13]. The componets are written in
C/C++ and annotated for composition with tunbale parameters. It does not
perform global optimized composition, instead they rely on a greedy local
optimization scheme. The tool both include a composition and optimization
framework and a runtime system based on StarPU [13].

Kessler and Löwe do optimized composition of performance-aware par-
allel components using look-up tables containing the expected best per-
formance given parameters such as problem size, available cores etc. For
evaluation they use different implementation variants of sorting [62].

Grewe and O’Boyle use support vector machines (SVM) to get good
load balancing of OpenCL tasks with hybrid execution on heterogenous
CPU-GPU systems [48].

In [23, Chapter 5] Ericsson suggests, in a very general way, to use a
dependency graph similar to our selection DAGs as in Figure 6.3 with the
variations as ”parallel” nodes. He also suggests that a shortest path calcula-
tion can be used to minimize execution time. However, he does not go into
any details. For example he just states that user-specified cost functions can
be used to assign weights on the edges in the graph, but not how to derive
them.

In [14, Chapter 6] Dastgeer describes his Global Composition Frame-
work (GCF) where sequences of component calls are optimized using a bulk
scheduling heuristic. The heuristic checks which of the predicted run times
is faster if all calls are executed in bulk, either on CPU or GPU. This is
very näıve compared to our approach; it would basically mean that we would
not have any cross-edges between the modes in our selection DAG and the
problem would be trivial to solve (i.e. no shortest path calculation needed).

As far we as know Eureqa Pro has not been used before for performance
prediction and implementation selection and optimized composition before,
however in [46] Goel uses Eureqa for per-core power estimation and power
aware scheduling for CMPs which is a related problem area.
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6.10 Conclusion
We used state-state-of-the-art machine learning methods, decision trees and
symbolic regression, and tools based on them, namely C5.0 and Eureqa
Pro. Using the same training data we derive models to predict if to run the
REPLICA architecture in PRAM or NUMA mode for a certain parameter-
ized computation type (parallel stencil operation). We also combine different
components in an optimized way using derived cost predictors and short-
est path computation. It is important to notice that the derived execution
times are average execution times and not worst case. Our techniques and
methods focus on speed-up in the average case. Without machine learning it
had not been possible to derive predictors of when to use PRAM or NUMA
mode.

We also showed how it is possible to handle loops without unrolling them
fully. An interesting observation is that the number of execution modes
reflects the (maximal) unrolling factor of the loop that is needed for the
optimal steady state.

6.10.1 Mode selection
The best predictors give a misclassification rate of 5%. Combining the three
best ones using a majority voting algorithm misclassifications can be elimi-
nated fully, at least on the test case. Average gained speedup ranges between
1.92 and 2.23 for all classifiers on the test cases.

For C5.0 it seems that adding more training data improves the accuracy
while for Eureqa Pro more training data can generate more instable models.
However, Eureqa Pro can be as good as C5.0 if the right training data is used
and then it makes correct classification for the case where all other predictors
are wrong. The derived formulas for PRAM and NUMA execution time are
not accurate enough to predict the execution time, however they are accurate
enough to be used for deciding if PRAM or NUMA mode should be used.

All the derived predictors are very simple, and can be implemented with
a few computation and comparison instructions. The overhead of invoking
them at runtime, if some parameters such as size are unknown statically,
will be very small. As far as we know, Eureqa Pro has not been used for
this type of performance predictions before.

6.10.2 Global optimization
For the case of multiple components or regions, we have proposed a way to
optimize execution mode and variant selection for REPLICA by combining
machine learning (symbolic regression) for generating cost models together
with shortest path calculation. One goal was to both have cost models/pre-
dictors which are fast to evaluate and also an optimization problem that is
fast to solve.
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We evaluated our approach using parameterized generic stencil opera-
tions and derived cost models for them using the tool Eureqa pro [84, 83].

For the case of composing three components, from our evaluation set, we
achieved speedups between 0.84 and 2.9 including overhead of evaluating the
cost functions, solving the shortest path problem and launching the selected
component versions. The overhead cost is only a few percent. The average
speedup for the twenty tests of composing three components was 1.4.

However, the evaluation of four components was not as fruitful. We
achieved speedups in thirteen out of twenty cases, in the range of 0.60 and
2.23 including overhead, the average speedup was 1.17.

Our approach is very generic, basically any cost models/predictors can
be used. Also it is very easy to extend the model to support more modes
than two. Also, if there are different/more implementations for the same
regions they would be inserted as parallel nodes in the graph.

As far as we are aware, we are the first to combine lightweight cost
functions for implementation variants generated by machine learning with
the shortest-path problem to optimize composition of multiple components

6.11 Future work
Future work includes using the same methods on other problem types than
stencil-like algorithms. It would also be interesting to test this on hetero-
geneous systems such as CPU-GPU based ones, especially if we apply our
technique for loop unrolling. Another interesting problem would be to derive
parameterized models of algorithms using a pattern matching framework
such as PRT [85] and combine it with machine learning. Each pattern could
then be annotated with a predictor for the pattern implementations’ best
performance for specific parameter values and for a given type of hardware.
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Chapter 7

Concluding remarks and
future work

In this chapter we will give some concluding remarks of the results presented
in this thesis and suggest some possible future work.

The first chapters in this thesis are very tightly coupled to the REPLICA
architecture. The chapters contain evaluations of both PRAM and NUMA
mode which also motivate the existence of both modes. The chapters also
introduce the compiler and show how code generation is done to utilize
PRAM and NUMA mode. The REPLICA specific optimizations provided
by the back-end focus on how to exploit the chained functional units, but
only on basic block level. Future work would be to go beyond basic blocks.

The evaluations show that PRAM mode is very suitable for irregular
memory access patterns and control flow, and also that NUMA mode can
accelerate some programs with regular memory access patterns. However,
for a particular program it is not always obvious which mode, PRAM or
NUMA, will show best performance. In Chapter 6 we tackle this by pro-
viding a case study for generic stencil computations using machine learning
derived cost models in order to automatically select at runtime wich mode
to execute in. It is extended to also cover sequences of kernel invocations.

In contrast to the first chapters the methods and techniques presented
in Chapter 6 for mode selection are more general and not coupled to the
REPLICA architecture specifically, even though we do our case study on the
REPLICA architecture. Our so-called parallel regions are defined by global
synchronization points, which suits many parallel programming paradigms.
Even though we only did our case studies for two runtime modes, it is easy
to extend the model by having more parallel tracks of nodes, each repre-
senting a different execution mode or a possible hybrid execution variant.
Future work includes to evaluate this on other architectures, for example
CPU-GPU systems. Using state-of-the-art machine learning is a pragmatic
way to derive cost functions for the implementation variants that maps to
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each region. These cost functions can in many cases be lightweight and
fast to evaluate at runtime. The shortest path formulation of the optimiza-
tion problem of mode selection for a sequence of kernel invocations is also
lightweight and fast to solve at runtime. Finally, we show how it is possible
to handle loops with out unrolling them fully. An interesting observation is
that the number of execution modes reflects the (maximal) unrolling factor
of the loop that is needed for the optimal steady state. We also give some
ideas how extend our model to allow nesting regions and regions sequences
inside loops. The next natural step would be to implement and evaluate
the models for loops and nested regions both for CPU-GPU systems and
REPLICA.
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Chapter 8

Glossary

• AESM Asynchronous emulated shared memory

• ALU Arithmetic logic unit

• BFS Breadth first search

• CESM Configurable emulated shared memory

• CMP Chip multiprocessor

• CPU Central processing unit

• CRCW Concurrent read concurrent write

• DAG Directed acyclic graph

• DSP Digital signal processor

• DWT Discrete wavelet transform

• ESM Emulated shared memory

• FB Freeze bunch

• FP Freeze processor

• FPGA Field-programmable gate array

• FU Functional unit

• GPU Graphics processing unit

• IDCT Inverse discrete cosine transform

• IDWT Inverse discrete wavelet transform

• ILP Instruction level parallelism
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• IR Intermediate representation

• LER Load with explicit receive

• LLVM Low level virtual machine

• MIMD Multiple instruction multiple data

• MPU Messages passing interface

• MTCU Master thread control unit

• MU Memory unit

• NUMA Non uniform memory access

• PRAM Parallel random access machine

• SIMD Single instruction multiple data

• SMP Symmetric multiprocessing

• SPMD Single program multiple data

• SVM Suport vector machine

• TCU Thread control unit

• TLP Thread level parallelism

• UMA Uniform memory access

• VILP Virtual instruction level parallelism

• VLIW Very long instruction word

• WB Write back

• XMT eXplicit multi threading
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